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Abstract 

 

 

The tabu search particle filter is proposed in this research based on the integration of 

the modified tabu search metaheuristic optimization and the genetic particle filter. 

Experiments with this algorithm in real time human tracking applications in 

unconstrained environments show that it is more robust, accurate and faster than a 

number of other existing metaheuristic filters, including the evolution particle filter, 

particle swarm filter, simulated annealing filter, path relink filter and scatter search filter. 

Quantitative evaluation illustrates that even with only ten particles in the system, the 

proposed tabu search particle filter has a success rate of 93.85% whereas the success 

rate of other metaheuristic filters ranged from 68.46% to 17.69% under the same 

conditions. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm (with ten particles in the tracking 

system) is 2.69 pixels on average, which is over 3.85 times better than the second best 

metaheuristic filters in accuracy and 18.13 times better than the average accuracy of all 

other filters. The proposed algorithm is also the fastest among all metaheuristic filters 

that have been tested. It achieves approximately 50 frames per second, which is 1.5 

times faster than the second fastest algorithm and nineteen times faster than the 

average speed of all other metaheuristic filters.  

 

Furthermore, a unique colour sequence model is developed in this research based on a 

degenerated form of the hidden Markov model. Quantitative evaluations based on rigid 

object matching experiments illustrate that the successful matching rate is 5.73 times 



 

better than the widely used colour histogram. In terms of speed, the proposed algorithm 

achieves twice the successful matching rate in about three quarters of the processing 

time consumed by the colour histogram model. 

 

Overall, these results suggest that the two proposed algorithms would be useful in many 

applications due to their efficiently, accuracy and ability to robustly track people and 

coloured objects.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 

The scope of this research is to improve the accuracy of the particle filter [1] with 

minimum performance penalty.  

 

In this research, the term:”unconstrained environment” refers to urban outdoor 

environments in uncontrolled weather conditions. The targets of interest are random 

pedestrians on the street at the time when testing footages were captured. Only pixel-

wise colours are considered as target and background features.  

 

Limitations of real time tracking in unconstrained environment are: 

1. High efficient tracking algorithms are required to achieve real time performance. 

2. Assumption that the global optimum of the observation model is the target of 

interest may be incorrect because of the cluttered background. 

3. No assumption shall be made in terms of the colour of the tracking targets. 

 

In this research, the following two contributions are made to overcome the shortcomings 

identified in the computer vision based tracking system proposed in the past: 
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1. Developing a new metaheuristic particle filter that outperforms existing algorithms 

in this category in reliability, accuracy and speed. 

2. Creation of a unique colour sequence model for handling the illumination 

invariance problem in red-green-blue colour space. The proposed model 

outperforms the colour histogram model in both accuracy and speed. 

 

In the context of computer vision based object tracking system, improvement in the 

particle filter can be classified into three directions. 

 

Firstly, variations of the stochastic predictive process have been used to improve the 

tracking accuracy and/or tracking performance of the particle filter. For example the 

Rao-Blackwellised particle filter [4] addressed the high computation cost usually found 

in high dimensional state space tracking systems [4, 5] by decomposing the state space 

of the system. 

 

Furthermore, a set of combined filters have been found to improve the accuracy of the  

particle filter. For example, the Kalman particle filter [6], the extended Kalman particle 

filter [7], the iterative extended Kalman particle filter [8], the unscented particle filter [9], 

the iterative unscented particle filter [10] and the divided difference particle filter [11]. 

  

Recently, a new research trend has emerged in this area, which is to improve the 

quality of the particle filter by integrating metaheuristic optimization. Algorithms already 
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being proposed in the literature in the category include: the annealing particle filter [12], 

the particle swarm particle filter [13], the evolution particle filter [14, 15], the scatter 

search particle filter and the path relink particle filter [16].  

 

Despite some positive results, there is no prior research that adequately explained how 

to choose an adequate metaheuristic optimisation algorithm to combine with the particle 

filter. In early research, metaheuristic algorithms were chosen in an ad hoc manner, 

which means that neither the optimised accuracy nor the optimised speed can be 

achieved.  

 

In this research, a novel metaheuristic particle filter is proposed. The proposed 

algorithm achieves better reliability, accuracy and speed by: 1) imposing connections 

between the objective function of the metaheuristic process and the motion model of the 

particle filtering process; 2) building data structures to store all visited solutions so as to 

improve performance by reducing duplicated visits to the same solution. 

 

The colour histogram model is a widely used presentation of the targets in a computer 

vision based tracking system. The colour histogram model does not have illumination 

invariant capability and therefore, an illumination invariant colour space, for example the 

hue-saturation-value colour space, is usually used in a colour histogram based system 

to improve the robustness of the tracking system in the environment with variant lighting 

strength.  
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However, an implicit assumption of such system is that the target of interest is wearing 

colours of high saturation – this assumption may be too strict as black, gray and white 

colours are very common in modern society.  

 

In this research, a novel colour sequence model is proposed. The proposed colour 

model achieves illumination invariant at the colour model level (as opposite to the colour 

space level commonly used in the literature) by imposing dependency between adjacent 

colour regions. Therefore illumination invariant can be achieved even red-green-blue 

colour space is used in the system.  

 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Firstly, background knowledge in related 

to the proposed algorithms are introduced in the following three chapters. Each 

background chapter discusses one specific topic that is relevant to the proposed 

algorithms but do not have strong connection among themselves. Chapter 2 reviews 

earlier computer vision based tracking systems. Chapter 3 introduces Bayesian filters 

that are commonly used in tracking systems. Chapter 4 introduces the metaheuristic 

optimisation algorithms that have been incorporated with particle filters in the past. 

 

Then, the proposed algorithms are discussed in the two chapters followed by the 

background chapters. That is: chapter 5 introduces a new metaheuristic particle filter, 

the tabu search particle filter and chapter 6 presents a unique colour sequence model.  
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Finally, the experimental results are discussed in chapter 7 and then the entire thesis is 

concluded in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 

Object Tracking 

 

 

The complexity of tracking algorithm relies on the properties of its application. In the 

simplest situation, if the target has globally unique visual features and real time 

performance is not required, then the tracking can be achieved by associating target’s 

detection results in a sequence of images. However, if the target cannot be reliably 

detected from the entire image and/or the time of processing the entire image is not 

acceptable, then the temporal history of the target (trajectory) must be taken into 

consideration to minimise tracking errors and improve tracking speed by pruning the 

search space of the target.  

 

In this chapter, object tracking systems are discussed in ascending order of complexity. 

Firstly, in section 2.1, simple tracking applications for globally unique targets are 

introduced. In section 2.2, the tracking algorithms that take noisy image segmentation 

results as input are described. Finally, some previous research of tracking in 

unconstrained environments are discussed in section 2.3. 
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2.1 Tracking Globally Unique Targets 
 

If a target has some properties that can be used to uniquely identify its position, then 

target tracking can be achieved by associating feature detection results along a 

sequence of images. 

 

An example of such an application is illustrated in figure 2.1 [18]. The research shown 

here is a human computer interface using hand gestures. As shown, in figure 2.1 (third 

image on the top row), the tracking area is covered by black non-reflective fabric and 

the human operator is also wearing black clothing. In such a strictly controlled 

environment, the skin colour of the operator’s right hand becomes a unique feature 

inside the region covered by the black non-reflective fabric, which can be used to 

identify its position. The rest five images in figure 2.1 illustrate other processing steps 

being carried in this system; including: individual image analysis steps, which have to 

deal with imperfect segmentation and correct possible errors at each successive stage 

of feature finding, point matching, finger direction finding, and collision detection. These 

steps are not relevant to the thesis goal and therefore not being discussed in this 

chapter. 

 

The main limitation of this tracking algorithm is that a strictly controlled environment is 

required so that the uniqueness of the target is maintained throughout the whole 

tracking period. 
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Figure 2.1 [18]: A colour based hand tracking system for human computer 
interaction research.  

 

2.2 Tracking Object Being Represented by Point 
 

In some applications, the target is represented by a point [101] that is the centroid of the 

occupied region acquired by image segmentation algorithms.  

 

The general architecture of these algorithms is depicted in figure 2.2 [20]. As shown, 

images are initially processed by a “detector”, which segments an image into 

background and foreground regions based on predefined classification conditions, such 

as motion.  

 

The segmented foreground areas, which include the real target and some incorrectly 

segmented regions from the background, are presented as points (centroids) and 
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delivered to the “association” module, so that they can be associated with existing 

tracks. Usually, not all detected points can be associated to existing tracks because 

some of them represent noise or other incorrectly segmented objects. On the other 

hand, not all existing tracks can be associated with a valid foreground point because the 

target may leave the scene or be completely occluded by some background structure.  

 

In the “initialise/delete” process new tracks are initialised and old tracks are terminated. 

Finally, the tracks are updated and passed back to the next processing iteration.  

 

 
Figure 2.2 [20]: The standard architecture of tracking algorithms that belong to the 
“tracking with foreground / background segmentation” category. 
 

 

Figure 2.3 [21] illustrates an example of the association process. In this example, four 

observations are detected in the validation regions (as the surrounding area of the 

estimated target position, illustrated with ellipses in figure 2.3) of two known targets �� 

and 	�� . Both observations ⋆ ��  and  ⋆ ��  may or may not be associated with the 

target	��. Similarly, one observation among	⋆ ��, ⋆ �� and	⋆ �� can be associated with 
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the target		��, or none of them may be		��. Furthermore, the observation ⋆ �� can be 

associated to both tracks when the targets overlap.  

 

 
Figure 2.3 [21]: An example of the data 
association dilemma in multiple target 
tracking. 

 

 

Some algorithms have been developed to optimize the solution of this data association 

problem, such as the nearest neighbour rule [22] or the multiple hypothesis tracking 

algorithm [23]. Another solution is the joint probability data association filter [24], which 

combines the probability based soft data association within a particle filter in multiple 

target tracking.  

 

Figure 2.4 illustrates an multiple object tracking system that tracks humans and vehicles 

simultaneously using multiple cameras in outdoor environment [99]. In this research, 

Foreground segmentation is performed using the codebook method [28] and HSV 
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colour space is used. The proposed algorithm in [99] achieves 67.9% of successful 

tracking rate at approximately 10 frames in a second. 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Multiple objects tracking system [99]. 
 

 

The main limitation of the tracking algorithms discussed is that the quality of tracking 

processes is that these algorithms heavily depend on the quality of the image 

segmentation algorithm. Consequently, these tracking algorithms cannot be used in 

applications where good image segmentation is difficult to achieve, such as video 

captured with moving camera.  

 

2.3 Tracking with Filtering Algorithms  

 

The accuracy of the tracking system may decrease dramatically in unconstrained 

environments if only the image segmentation based tracking algorithms discussed in the 
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previous section are used. This is because most image segmentation algorithms are not 

robust enough to maintain sufficient quality over time in unconstrained environments. 

Filtering based algorithms, for example the particle filter that will be discussed in detail 

in chapter 3, are designed to improve the tracking accuracy in such situation because 

the previous knowledge of the target’s position and the properties of its movement are 

used to assist the feature matching (e.g. colour comparing) process.  

 

A range of filtering based tracking algorithms has been developed in earlier research to 

tackle the difficulty of tracking in outdoor public spaces [101, 102]. In these algorithms, 

the trajectory of the target is used to predict the target’s position in the next image. The 

estimated target state (which may include position and other information) is represented 

by a probability distribution. After the estimation step, the correctness of the predicted 

target state is measured using a feature comparison algorithm, such as colour 

histogram, when the new image is received. 

 

Figure 2.5 illustrates a full body human tracking system developed in [35]. In this 

research, a dynamic kernel-based progressive particle filter is proposed. The proposed 

algorithm decomposes the high dimensional parameter space into several low 

dimensional ones [35]. Moreover, the proposed algorithm applies multiple predications 

and a mean shift tracker with dynamic allocated band width to estimate the human 

posture iteratively [35]. The tracking system proposed in this research is designed for 
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strictly controlled environment (for example a dedicated computer vision lab) and it is 

not running in real time. 

 

 
Figure 2.5: Human tracking system 
proposed in [35]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the tracking result of an indoor human tracking system developed 

in [98]. In this research, the face areas of human targets are extracted based on a skin 

colour based model [98]. Then the face position in the video is tracked by a particle filter 

based visual tracker and both the position and the velocity of the targets are obtained 

from the tracker [98]. The proposed algorithm in [98] is developed for indoor 

environment only and it requires manual extraction of the facial region. 
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Figure 2.6: Experimental results of the human tracking 
system proposed in [98] 
 
 
 

Figure 2.7 illustrates a particle filter based human tracking application developed in [31]. 

In this system, targets are tracked in a two-step process. Firstly, the position of a target 

is estimated based on the knowledge of its previous position and a pre-defined motion 

model. Because the particle filter is used in this application, the estimated positions of 

the target in the coming image are represented by a set of 150 Monte Carlo samples 

(particles). Secondly, the correctness of these particles, represented by their weights, is 

measured by the Bhattacharyya distance between the target’s colour histogram and the 

particle’s colour histogram. The position of this target in the new image is calculated 

from the most accurate estimate, namely the particle with the highest weight.  
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Figure 2.7 [31]: Example of a particle filter based human tracking system.  
 

 

Figure 2.8 illustrates another particle filter based human tracker from [32]. In this 

research, not only the target’s motion and appearance properties are taken into 

consideration during the tracking process but also information about the structured 

environment. As shown, the three images in the bottom row illustrate the likelihood of a 

target appearing, where targets are more likely to be found in the blue region than the 

red region.  

 

Experimental results from [32] indicate that their algorithm is more accurate than the 

generic particle filter [31]. However, the speed of this algorithm is five times slower than 

the generic particle filter for the same number of particles.  
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Figure 2.8 [32]: Object tracking in structured environments with a 
particle filter with the bottom row indicating position likelihood from red 
(unlikely) to blue (likely). 

 

 

The main limitation of the particle filter based tracking system is that a large number of 

particles are required to be used to ensure sufficient accuracy, but culminating in a 

significant performance penalty. For example, the algorithm from [32] needs 150 

particles to track one target and it achieves only 2.5 frames per second 

 

2.4 Summary 
 

Commonly used object tracking algorithms in the computer vision research are 

introduced in this chapter. For the simplest case where the target has globally unique 

visual features across the whole sequence of images, the tracking algorithm can be 

designed to use target detection results across all images. However, these algorithms 
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can only be applied in strictly controlled environments. Furthermore, if the segmentation 

algorithm is applied in a system to generate good quality foreground image, then the 

tracking algorithm can be based on associating the previously known trajectory with the 

new detected foreground object. However, the tracking may fail if the image 

segmentation results are too noisy or the target is invisible due to object occlusion. 

Finally, tracking algorithms based on stochastic filters has been used in complex 

environments where image segmentation is difficult to achieve. The accuracy and 

performance of these algorithms depend on the quality of the stochastic filter being 

used.  
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Chapter 3 

Bayesian based Tracking 

 

 

The Bayesian filter series are widely used in computer vision based tracking systems. 

This chapter introduces such predictive tracking algorithms including the Bayesian filter, 

three members of the Kalman filter family and the particle filter.  

 

3.1 Bayesian Filter 
 

An object tracking problem can be solved by a two-step recursive algorithm [34] with an 

estimation step and a measurement step. In the estimation step, the prior belief of a 

target’s state vector, such as an estimation of an object’s position in the coming frame, 

is calculated based on some known state vectors of this object in the past. In the 

measurement step, the posterior belief of the target’s state vector is calculated by 

updating the prior belief with the latest observation. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) specify a 

stochastic process of transitions between the unobserved noisy states, represented by 

observed noisy measurements. 

 

The estimation of the state vector in a tracking system can be defined as a recursive 

discrete stochastic process, and be presented as: 
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 �	 =	�	���	��, �	��� (3.1) 

In this equation (3.1), �	��∙� defines prior knowledge of the target’s dynamic behaviours, 

which is usually called the motion model. The unknown and unpredictable behaviours of 

the target, which cannot be described accurately by a motion model, are represented by 

the process noise factor	�	��. The state of the target is represented as a vector and 

nominated as	�	 	 ∈ 	��, where � is the dimension of the state vector and � is the time 

index. 

 

The measurement process of a tracking system can be presented as: 

 �	 =	ℎ	�	 , �	� (3.2) 

In this equation (3.2), ℎ	∙� defines prior known rules of mapping observable quantities 

in the tracking system to the state vector of the target. The unknown or unpredictable 

interference of the observation process are represented by the measurement noise	�	. 
The measurement of the target is represented as a vector and nominated as	�	 	 ∈ 	��, 

where � is the dimension of the measurement vector. 

 

The Bayesian estimate of an unobserved state at time t depends generally on all the 

available measurements up to this time, but only due to an assumed Markov chain 

model of state transitions in equation 3.1 and independent measurements of equation 

3.2 it can be found recursively. In a Bayesian filtering system, the two step recursive 

algorithm introduced above is presented as stochastic processes.  
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The estimation step can be presented as a stochastic process in equation 3.3 [34]: 

 ����	� = ��	|�	��� = 	!"��	|�	���	��	��|�	���# $�	�� (3.3) 

 

In this equation, the symbol 	����	�  indicates the prior belief of the target’s state 

vector 	�	 . The state transition probability distribution ��	|�	���  specifies how state 

vector evolves over time, which is given by �	∙� in equation 3.1. The previous posterior 

belief of the state vector, namely	����	��� = 	��	��|�	���, in the second clause of this 

equation is considered to be known because of the recursive nature of this process.  

 

The measurement step is presented as a stochastic process in equation 3.4: 

 

����	� = 	%	��	|�	�	��	|�	��� 
								= 	%	��	|�	�	����	� (3.4) 

In this equation, the symbol ����	� indicates the posterior belief of the target’s state 

vector, which is given by a combined factor of the prior belief ����	�  and the 

measurement probability distribution	��	|�	�. The measurement probability distribution 

specifies how the state vector can be verified through some observable quantities, 

which are given by ℎ	∙�  in equation 3.2. The normalising factor η in equation 3.4 

converting a conditional belief into an unconditional belief for the known measurements. 

 

In a Bayesian filtering system, given the posterior belief of a state vector, the optimal 

state vector of the target can be calculated by two methods: the minimum mean 
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squared error (MMSE) algorithm and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm. The 

MMSE algorithm defines the optimised state vector of the target as the weighted mean 

of its posterior belief, which can be represented as equation 3.5 [34]: 

 �	|	& ''() 	≜ +,�	|�	- = 	!"�	 	��	|�	�#	$�	 (3.5) 

The MAP algorithm defines the optimised state vector of the target as the maximum 

weighted posterior belief, which can be represented as equation 3.6: 

 �	|	& './ 	≜ 	 argmax56 ��	|�	� (3.6) 

3.2 Kalman Filters 
 

The Kalman filter family [33-40] offers optimal solutions for a subset of problems whose 

belief distributions are assumed to be Gaussian. Some of the commonly used filters 

belong to this family are introduced in this section, which includes the Kalman filter [34], 

the extend Kalman filter (EKF) [41] and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [39]. 

 

3.2.1 The Kalman Filter 
 

Problems to be optimally solved by the Kalman filter have two constraints. Firstly, the 

belief distributions of state vector are assumed to be Gaussian. Secondly, the transition 

functions in both the estimation process and the measurement process are assumed to 

be linear. 
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The first assumption, namely the Gaussian constraint [35], indicates that the state 

vector �	  in the system shall be determined by a mean vector 7	  and a covariance 

matrix	Σ	, where the state vector �	  can be described mathematically as equation 3.7: 

 ��		; 	7	 , 	Σ	� 	= 	 ��� :− 12	�	 −	7	�>		Σ	��	�	 − 7	�?
$��2@	Σ	���	  (3.7) 

 

For example, in the context of an object tracking system, the Gaussian constraint of a 

two dimensional state vector �, A�> can be visualized as a single position annotated 

with an uncertainty ellipse.  

 

The second assumption, namely the linear constraint [35], indicates that the transition 

functions defined in equation 3.1 and 3.2 can be presented in linear forms.  

 

The state estimation function defined in equation 3.1 is redefined in its linear form as 

equation 3.8:  

 �	 =	B	�	�� +	D	 (3.8) 

 

In this equation, B	 is a square matrix of size � in both dimensions, which encodes the 

motion model �	∙� of the system, and D	 is a zero mean Gaussian random vector, which 

encodes the process noise	�	. The covariance matrix of this noise vector D	 is denoted 

as	�	 and is referenced in equation 3.10. 
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The measurement function defined in equation 3.2 is redefined in its linear form as 

equation 3.9: 

 �	 =	E	�	 +	F	 (3.9) 

 

In this equation, E	 is a matrix of size	�	�A	�, which encodes the measurement model 

ℎ	∙� of the system, and F	 is a zero mean Gaussian random vector, which encodes the 

observation noise 	�	 . The covariance matrix of the observation noise vector F	 is 

denoted as	G	 and is referenced in equation 3.11. 

 

Following both assumptions, the estimation process in the Bayesian filter defined in 

equation 3.3 can be reinterpreted in its linear Gaussian form as equation 3.10: 

 ��	|�	��� = ��� :− 12	�	 −	B	�	���> 	RI��	�	 −	B	�	���?
$��2@RI���	  (3.10) 

Similarly, the measurement process in the Bayesian filter defined in equation 3.4 can 

also be reinterpreted in its linear Gaussian form as equation 3.11: 

 ��	|�	� = 	 ��� :−12	�	 − E	�	�> 	QI��	�	 − E	�	�?
$��2@G	���	  (3.11) 

Both the estimation process and the measurement process can be calculated in closed 

form with their linear Gaussian definitions. 

 

A single iteration of the Kalman filter is illustrated in figure 3.1. As shown, the Kalman 

process takes two input parameters. Firstly, the posterior belief distribution of the 



 
 

previous time step ����	��
the covariance matrix	Σ	��. Secondly, the observation vector of current time step

return value of the Kalman filter is the posterior belief distribution at the current time 

step ����	�  defined in its linear Gaussian form by t

covariance matrix	Σ	. 
 

Figure 3.1: The pseudo code of Kalman filter 
 

As shown in figure 3.1, the Kalman filter is divided into three colour coded sections. 

They are the prior belief estimation process (red colour section), the Kalman

calculation process (green colour section) and the posterior belief calculation process 

(blue section).  

 

In the prior belief estimation process, the prior belief distribution 

linear Gaussian form by	7	 	
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. Secondly, the observation vector of current time step

return value of the Kalman filter is the posterior belief distribution at the current time 

defined in its linear Gaussian form by the mean vector 

Figure 3.1: The pseudo code of Kalman filter [37]. 

As shown in figure 3.1, the Kalman filter is divided into three colour coded sections. 

They are the prior belief estimation process (red colour section), the Kalman

calculation process (green colour section) and the posterior belief calculation process 

In the prior belief estimation process, the prior belief distribution ���
	K�$	Σ	 are estimated based on the known posterior belief of 
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defined in its Gaussian form by the mean vector 7	�� and 

. Secondly, the observation vector of current time step	�	. The 

return value of the Kalman filter is the posterior belief distribution at the current time 

he mean vector 7	  and the 

 
 

As shown in figure 3.1, the Kalman filter is divided into three colour coded sections. 

They are the prior belief estimation process (red colour section), the Kalman gain 

calculation process (green colour section) and the posterior belief calculation process 

����	� defined in its 

timated based on the known posterior belief of 
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the previous time step ����	��� and the knowledge of the motion model. As illustrated 

in the red coloured section in figure 3.1, the mean vector 	7	 is calculated through a 

noise free linear process with predefined motion model and the noise of this vector is 

encoded in the estimated covariance matrix	Σ	. 
 

An intermediate variable, the Kalman gain	L	, is defined in the green colour section in 

figure 3.1. This variable indicates the degree to which the observation is incorporated 

into the posterior belief based on the reliability of the measurement process.  

 

As shown in the blue colour section in figure 3.1, the posterior belief of the state vector 

of the current time step is calculated based on incorporating the prior belief with the 

current observation in proportion to the Kalman gain. 

 

3.2.2 The Extended Kalman Filter 
 

The accuracy of the Kalman filter relies heavily on the linearity of the system. However, 

being linear is a strong constraint and is usually unrealistic in an object tracking system,  

 

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) improves the Kalman filter by relaxing the linear 

constraint of the state transition functions and only assuming that both functions, 

namely �	∙� in state transition process in equation 3.1 and ℎ	∙� in the measurement 

process in equation 3.2, are differentiable [42]. 
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The Gaussian assumption of the state vector remains in the EKF. Similar to the Kalman 

filter, the state vector �	 in an EKF system is also determined by its mean vector 7	 and 

covariance matrix	Σ	. In order for the belief distributions to be Gaussian after the state 

transition process, the nonlinear state transition functions in the EKF are linearlized at a 

selected point because state transition through a nonlinear function damages the 

Gaussian property of a distribution. Therefore, the state transition in EKF is an 

approximation process. Among all linearization algorithms, the first order Taylor 

expansion algorithm is usually applied in EKF to linearize state transition functions and 

the actual expansion process is usually performed as the mean vector of the state 

vector distribution [41].  

 

The estimation process of EKF can be represented as equation 3.12. In this equation, 

M	 is the Jacobian of the nonlinear motion model function �∙� defined in equation 3.1 at 

the point of	7	��.  

 

��	|�	��� 	≈ det	2@�	����	��� R−12 "�	 − S7	��� − M	�	��
− 7	���#>�	��"�	 − S7	��� − M	�	�� − 7	���#T 

(3.12) 

 

Similarly, the EKF measurement process can be represented as equation 3.13 where 

U	  is the Jacobian of the nonlinear measurement model function ℎ	∙�  defined in 

equation 3.2 at the point of	7	. 
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��	|�	� 	≈ det	2@G	����	��� R− 12 "�	 − ℎ7	� − U	�	
− 7	�#>G	��"�	 − ℎ7	� − U	�	 − 7	�#T 

(3.13) 

 

3.2.3 The Unscented Kalman Filter 
 

The EKF releases the strong linear constraint of the Kalman filter by introducing a 

linearization operation in each state transition process. The most significant limitation of 

the EKF is that the quality of linearization operation (through first order Taylor expansion) 

heavily relies on the local linearity of the (nonlinear) state transition functions at the 

expansion point.  

 

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [41] solves the problem of the unrealistic linear 

assumption in the Kalman filter by using a different approach. Instead of using 

linearization to maintain the Gaussian property of the belief distribution like EKF, the 

UKF achieves the same goal by reconstructing the Gaussian presentation of the belief 

distribution, namely the mean vector 7	 and the covariance matrix	Σ	, from results of the 

“sigma points” [41] transferred through nonlinear state transition functions.  

 

The “sigma points” in UKF are selected according to deterministic algorithms. For an n-

dimensional Gaussian with mean vector 7 and covariance matrix	Σ, there will be 2� + 1 

sigma points selected based on the rules represented in equation 3.14: 
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V"W# = 	7 

V"X# = 	7	 ∓ Z� + [�Σ�X 
(3.14) 

In this equation, [	is a scaling parameter that determines the distance that the sigma 

points are spread from the mean vector	7. The subscript i denotes the ith row of column 

of a square root matrix. 

 

Each “sigma point” in the UKF also has a weight associated with it and this weight is 

used when re-establishing the mean and covariance of the estimated Gaussian belief 

distribution from the transferred “sigma points”. The weight ω of a “sigma point” is 

calculated as equation 3.15: 

 

\"W# = 	 [� + 	[ 

\"X# =	 12� + 	[� 
(3.15) 

 

The state transition process of these selected “sigma points” is presented in equation 

3.16 as: 

 ]"X# = SV"X#� (3.16) 

Furthermore, the process of reconstructing a Gaussian belief distribution based on the 

transition results of the “sigma points” is presented in equation 3.17 as: 

 7^ = 	_ \"X#	]"X#	��
X`W  (3.17) 
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Σ^ = _ \"X#	]"X# −	7^�]"X# −	7^�>��
X`W 	 

 

A single iteration of the UKF is illustrated in figure 3.2. The input parameters of the UKF 

are the posterior distribution of the state vector from the previous iteration and the latest 

observation respectively. The return value of the UKF is the posterior distribution of the 

state vector at present.  

 

As shown in figure 3.2, a set of “sigma points” are selected from the previous posterior 

distribution (7	��, Σ	��) according to the algorithm presented in equation 3.14 and these 

sigma points are kept in V	��. Then, the prior distribution of the present state vector is 

estimated by applying the prediction model to the selected sigma points and kept in V	∗bbbb. 

As shown in figure 3.2, the mean vector 7	 and variance matrix Σ	of the prior distribution 

are re-established from the transformed sigma points in	V	∗bbbbb. 
 

As shown in the green colour section of the UKF pseudo code in figure 3.2, a new set of 

“sigma points” are selected from the prior distribution (7	c , Σ	c ) and then transformed 

through the observation model ℎ∙�. The mean vector �	d  and the variance matrix e	 are 

re-established from the transformed sigma points in	f	. Furthermore, the Kalman gain 

L	  is calculated from the variance matrix e	  and the co-variance matrix of both the 

estimated distribution approximated by g	 and the observed distribution approximated 

by	f	. 



 
 

 

Finally, as shown in the blue colour section in figure 3.2, the posterior distribution of the 

timestamp �  is calculated from both estimation and observation by integrating the 

Kalman gain. 

 

Figure 3.2: The pseudo code of UKF 
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Finally, as shown in the blue colour section in figure 3.2, the posterior distribution of the 

is calculated from both estimation and observation by integrating the 

Figure 3.2: The pseudo code of UKF [37]. 
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Finally, as shown in the blue colour section in figure 3.2, the posterior distribution of the 

is calculated from both estimation and observation by integrating the 
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3.3 Particle Filter 

 

The Kalman filter family discussed in the previous section has a common limitation: the 

belief distribution of the state vector is restricted to be a Gaussian distribution. However, 

this constraint is usually too restrictive for human tracking applications in unconstrained 

environment.  

 

The particle filter eliminates the above restriction by presenting the belief distribution of 

a state vector in a nonparametric manner with a set of Monte Carlo samples (particles). 

In this way, a much larger range of distributions, rather than merely Gaussian 

distribution, can be presented properly. Furthermore, the belief distribution of a state 

vector can also be a mixture of multiple distributions in the particle filter. Therefore, the 

particle filter is able to track multiple hypothesis of a target at the same time and 

postpone the false positive error elimination process naturally after more observations 

are available.  

 

Similar to the UKF, the particle filter performs state transition through a set of Monte 

Carlo samples and therefore eliminates the requirement of linearization operations 

performed in EKF. 

 

 The Monte Carlo samples used in a particle filter are denoted as 	V	 ∶=
	�	"�#, �	"�#, … , �	"'#

where each particle �	"�#, 1 ≤ �	 ≤ k is a concrete instantiation of the 
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state vector. Each particle is associated with a weight \	"�#
 to indicate the importance of 

a particular Monte Carlo sample in a belief distribution.  

 

A single iteration of the particle filter is illustrated in figure 3.3. The input parameters of 

the particle filter are the posterior belief distribution of the state vector in the previous 

time step (represented by a set of weighted Monte Carlo samples) and the observation 

vector of the current time step. The return value is the posterior belief distribution of the 

current time step, which is also represented by a set of weighted Monte Carlo samples.  



 
 

 Figure 3.3: The pseudo code of particle filter 
 

 

As shown in figure 3.3, the pseudo code of the particle filter is divided into three colour 

coded sections based on their functions. The estimation process is performed in the red 
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Figure 3.3: The pseudo code of particle filter [37].

As shown in figure 3.3, the pseudo code of the particle filter is divided into three colour 

coded sections based on their functions. The estimation process is performed in the red 
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As shown in figure 3.3, the pseudo code of the particle filter is divided into three colour 

coded sections based on their functions. The estimation process is performed in the red 
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colour section in figure 3.3. As shown, particles are drawn from the posterior belief 

distribution V	�� ∶= 	 �	��"�# , �	��"�# , … , �	��"'#
 based on the state transition probability ��	|�	��� 

of the estimation step defined in equation 3.3. The weights of these particles are 

uniformly distributed because the current observation has not being incorporated yet. 

The (unweighted) distribution of these particles presents the prior belief distribution of 

the state vector in the system, i.e. ����	�	~	V	 ∶= 	 �	"�#, �	"�#, … , �	"'#
. 

 

The measurement process defined in equation 3.4 is performed in the green section in 

figure 3.3. As shown, each particle distributed follows the prior distribution ����	� and 

weighted by incorporating the current observation vector. The posterior belief 

distribution of the state vector ����	�	is presented by the weighted distribution of these 

particles because of the definition presented in equation 3.4. 

 

The resampling process illustrated in the blue section in figure 3.3 is unique to the 

particle filter. It draws k new particles from the current particle set and the probability of 

drawing each particle is given by its weight. The purpose of this process is to prevent 

the problem of particle degeneration by transferring the unweighted particle distribution 

from approximating the prior belief ����	� to approximating the posterior belief	����	�. 
A branch of resampling algorithms are proposed in the literature, which caters for 

different application specific features. Surveys of resampling algorithms in particle filters 

can be found in [43-48]. 
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3.4 Summary 
 

In computer vision tracking using stochastic filtering, the accuracy of the Kalman filter 

relies heavily on the linearity of the system. However, being linear is a strong constraint 

and is usually unrealistic in an object tracking system. The extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 

improves the Kalman filter by relaxing this linear constraint. However the most 

significant limitation of the EKF is that the quality of linearization operation (through first 

order Taylor expansion) relies heavily on the local linearity of the (nonlinear) state 

transition functions at the expansion point. The unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) solves 

the problem of the unrealistic linear assumption in the Kalman filter. All these Kalman 

filters have two common limitations: the belief distribution of the state vector is assumed 

to be Gaussian and only a single candidate state can be represented. However, these 

assumptions are too restricted to properly model the belief distributions in real world 

systems, especially in the object tracking domain.  

 

The particle filter eliminates these constraints by presenting the belief distribution of a 

state vector in a nonparametric method with a set of Monte Carlo samples (particles). In 

this way, a much larger range of distributions is used, rather than merely Gaussian. 
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Chapter 4 

Metaheuristic particle filters in Object 

Tracking 

 

 

This chapter discusses some metaheuristic optimisation algorithms that have been 

applied in particle filter based tracking applications. Metaheuristics is an optimisation 

method that allows larger scale problems to be tackled in a reasonable amount of time 

although there is no guarantee for metaheuristics to find the global optimal solution.  

 

The metaheuristic method was originally introduced into vision tracking systems in [49]. 

In this research, a modified simulated annealing algorithm was embedded into a particle 

filter to improve the accuracy of a full body motion capture application. Thereafter, 

research interests in integrating metaheuristics with particle filters started to emerge and 

more metaheuristic algorithms have been explored.  

 

Despite the amount of research in this area, most of the proposed algorithms are 

focused on full body tracking applications, such as [5, 49-54]. This is because: 1) Full 

body motion capture research deals with the high degree of freedom present in human 

motion. Yet despite the large number of particles that an overall system may use, the 

average particles per degree of freedom can still be small. However, the generic particle 
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filters easily converge at a local minimum when using such small numbers of particles 

and consequently, tracking accuracy is reduced. 2) Full body motion tracking is usually 

performed in highly controlled environments, for example in a dedicated studio. In this 

case, the tracking target is always represented by the global optima, which provides an 

ideal platform for metaheuristic optimisation. 3)  Real time processing speed is not 

required in most of these earlier full body motion capture projects. 

 

As a consequence, there is a strong need for optimisation algorithms to be applied to 

overcome the significant time penalty required for good solutions to merge. This chapter 

provides a review of some metaheuristic algorithms and their applications in computer 

vision based tracking research. The discussion focuses on the optimisation algorithms 

that have been integrated with the particle filter in prior research, such as the 

evolutionary algorithm, the scatter search algorithm, the path relink algorithm, the 

particle swarm algorithm and the simulated annealing algorithm.  

 

In this chapter, the term ‘solution’ is used to indicate a possible position of the target in a 

tracking system and a ‘good’ solution means that the position indicated by ‘this’ solution 

is close to the actual position of the target. 
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4.1 Metaheuristic Algorithms for Particle Filter Optimisation 

4.1.1 Evolutionary Algorithm 
 

The evolutionary algorithm is a population based metaheuristic algorithm that simulates 

the natural process of a species adapting to the environment [55]. The pseudo code in 

figure 4.1 shows the main procedure of the evolutionary algorithm in a generalized form. 

In the pseudo code, mX�X	Xno  indicates the initial population; mpqrrs�	 indicates the 

population at the current iteration; mtnrs�	  indicates a set of selected solutions from 

mpqrrs�	 ; and mpuXovrs�  indicates generated population from mtnrs�	 . As shown, the 

algorithm starts with a set of tentative solutions, which are usually generated by random 

selection. Then, these initial solutions are evaluated by a predefined objective function 

to associate a fitness value with every individual solution before they are passed to an 

iterative optimisation process that contains four steps: selection, generation, evaluation 

and replacement. 
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Figure 4.1: Pseudo code of the evolutionary algorithm in a 
generalized form. 

 

 

In the selection step, a subset of solutions is chosen from the current population mpqrrs�	 
as parents for offspring to new solutions. The principle of this selection step in the 

evolutionary algorithm is similar to the resampling step in the particle filtering process 

introduced in the last chapter, which is that optimal solutions shall have more probability 

to be selected and the solutions with low fitness values shall also have some small 

chances to be selected as well.  
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In the generation process, a set of new solutions, mpuXovrs� are generated based on the 

selected parent solutions. Crossover and mutation are the two commonly used methods 

to generate new solutions. The crossover process involves two or more parent solutions. 

The characteristics of the parent solutions are recombined to generate an offspring 

solution. The offspring solution is expected to lead the searching process towards a 

‘better’ area because it inherits features from its parents that are most likely selected 

from elite solutions in the previous iteration. There are many approaches to performing 

crossover optimised for application objectives. For example, in computer vision based 

tracking, the intermediate crossover method or the two-point crossover method have 

proven to be better choices than the order crossover method [55]. 

 

The mutation process is a unary operation. It represents a random small change in a 

solution, which is usually applied to a small portion of the offspring solutions. Similar to 

the crossover process, the method used for mutation operations is chosen based on its 

area of application. For example, if the solution is presented in binary form, then a bit 

flip operation can be a good candidate for mutation. However, in computer vision 

tracking applications a better choice could be a uniform / Gaussian random mutation 

because the binary mutation method is more likely to generate infeasible solutions. 

 

The evaluation process followed by the generation step is to evaluate the generated 

solutions with an objective function so that each new solution will be associated with a 
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fitness value. The fitness value is one of the contributing factors deciding whether a 

solution survives a particular iteration or not. 

 

The replacement process eliminates unfit solutions from the overall population to 

maintain the constant size of the mpqrrs�	  population. There are different types of 

replacement methods proposed in the literature, ranging from generational replacement 

in which the whole offspring population will replace the parent population systematically 

to steady-state replacement in which only one offspring solution is chosen to replace the 

worst solution in the parent population. In general, if elitism is favourable in the 

replacement process, then the overall optimisation will lean towards fast convergence at 

the risk of highly premature results, whereas if egalitarianism is favourable in this 

process, the overall algorithm will lean towards slow convergence but this is likely to 

generate a better solution.  

 

There exists a number of methods to combine the particle filter with the evolutionary 

algorithm, such as the genetic filter described in [56] and the evolutionary particle filter 

in [55]. The principles of both algorithms are similar, in that the resampling stage of the 

particle filtering process is replaced by a partially implemented evolutionary optimisation 

to address the “deprivation problem” [56]. The same problem is referred as the 

“impoverishment problem” in [55]. Apart from their similarity in the fundamental structure, 

the differences between these two methods are in the genetic filter, both crossover 

operation and mutation operation are used. However, the evolutionary algorithm is only 
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performed once, rather than an iterative process as introduced earlier, in the genetic 

filter.  On the other hand, in the evolutionary particle filter [55], the mutation operation is 

omitted totally. Only the crossover operation is performed with selected particles. The 

number of iterations for the evolutionary algorithm is predefined and remains the same 

throughout the whole tracking process. 

 

4.1.2 Scatter Search and Path Relink 
 

Scatter search and path relink algorithms are two population-based metaheuristic 

optimisation algorithms based on similar frameworks. In the scatter search / path relink 

algorithm, there exists two phases, diversification and intensification. The diversification 

phase is the step that the reference set (in which the searching process is performing) is 

selected in a diverse manner from the initial solution space. The intensification phase is 

the step in which the solution space (represented by the reference set) is explored as 

much as possible.  

 

Figure 4.2 shows a generalized form of the scatter search / path relink algorithm. As 

shown, a set of highly diverse solutions are generated at the beginning of this algorithm. 

Then, a set of reference population is selected from the initial solutions, which forms a 

workspace for the present iteration. The reference population is selected in a 

diversification manner so that the search can cover as much area in the initial solution 

space as possible. The selected reference set is then processed by the inner loop, 

where the intensification phase of the algorithm is implemented. In this phase, a sub 
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population (mwqx ) is chosen from the reference set based on an elitism method. Then, a 

set of new solutions is generated from mwqx through some recombination strategies. In 

the scatter search algorithm, the new solutions are usually generated by interpolating 

middle values between a pair of existing solutions in the mwqx whereas in the path relink 

algorithm, the new solutions are usually generated by interpolating trajectories that link 

between a pair of existing solutions in the mwqx. The generated solutions are evaluated 

and improved as non-related individuals through a simple optimisation algorithm, such 

as local search. Finally, the reference set is updated through an elitism approach and 

the intensification search phase terminates when the solutions in the reference set 

remain stable (converged).  

 

If the termination criterion of the optimisation algorithm is not satisfied (outer loop), a 

new set of reference solutions will be reselected from the initial solution space. The new 

reference solutions are then used to continue the search process for the next iteration. 
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Figure 4.2: Pseudo code of the scatter search and path relink algorithm in a 
generalized form. 
 

 

Figure 4.3 [54] illustrates the processing steps of the intensification phase discussed 

above in both the scatter search algorithm and the path relink algorithm. As shown, the 

main differences of the two algorithms appear at the stage when the new solutions are 

generated from the reference set. In the path relink algorithm (the upper half in figure 
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4.3), the new solutions are generated by interpolating the trajectories between selected 

solutions whereas in the scatter search algorithm (the lower half in figure 4.3), the new 

solutions are generated by interpolating the middle solution of the existing solution pairs.  

 

 
Figure 4.3: A comparison between the scatter search algorithm and the 
path relink algorithm in the intensification phase [54].  
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Scatter search particle filter and path relink particle filter are both described in [54]. In 

this research, the optimisation algorithm is embedded into particle filters and the 

posterior particles generated by the particle filter are defined as the initial solutions to be 

optimised. The optimised particles are then used to update the particle population in the 

particle filter so that the posterior distribution of the particles can approximate the target 

distribution more accurately. Then the particles are resampled and passed to the state 

transition model for the next iteration.  

 

4.1.3 Particle Swarm Algorithm 
 

In the particle swarm algorithm, each individual particle has its own dynamic 

configuration (velocity vector), which is influenced by both the global optimal at the 

present time step and the best known solution along the particle’s trajectory. 

 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the pseudo code of the particle swarm algorithm. The particle 

swarm optimisation process starts with a randomly generated initial population. Each 

particle contains two main factors: a state vector that represents a tentative solution and 

a velocity vector that defines the amount of change that will be applied to this particle. 

As shown in figure 4.4, in each iteration step, the velocity vectors of the particles are 

updated based on the latest knowledge of the global optima and the best history in this 

particle’s trajectory. Equation 4.1 illustrates a common method of updating the particle 

velocity in the particle swarm algorithm. In this equation, factor \ is called ‘inertia weight’ 
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[57] and it controls the impact of the previous velocity �X� − 1� on the current velocity 

�X��. There are two random factors in this equation, namely y� and y�. They are called 

learning factors, which represent the attraction that a particle has either toward its own 

success (�t�xsw	) or toward the global optima (�z�xsw	). 

 

�X�� = 	\ × �X� − 1� 	+	y� × |�t�xsw	 − �X� − 1�}	 
+			y� × |�z�xsw	 − �X� − 1�} 

(4.1) 

As illustrated in the pseudo code, the particle’s state vector is updated with the new 

velocity vector and then the new particle is evaluated with the fitness function defined in 

the system. If the new particle’s fitness value is better than the global optima, then this 

particle will become the new global best (�z�xsw	 ). Similarly, if the fitness value at 

present is better than all fitness values in the history of this particle, then the local best 

(�t�xsw	) is updated with the new one.  
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Figure 4.4: Pseudo code of the particle swarm algorithm in a generalized 
form. 

 

 

The particle swarm optimisation is also being used to improve the performance of the 

particle filter. Examples of such combinations can be found in [57], [58] and [59]. The 

logic structures used in these algorithms are similar in general. That is, the particles are 

propagated by the motion model defined as part of the ordinary particle filter. Then, after 
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these particles are evaluated by the observation model in the particle filter, they are 

optimised according to the particle swarm iteration (figure 4.4).  

 

4.1.4 Simulated Annealing 
 

The simulated annealing algorithm simulates the metallurgy process of obtaining a 

strong crystalline structure, which requires heating and then slowly cooling a substance. 

In this process, a high initial temperature and slow cooling process lead to a stronger 

crystalline structure as whereas a low initial temperature and fast cooling process leads 

to imperfections. In the latter case, the cooling substance will not attain thermal 

equilibrium [60]. The generalized framework of this algorithm is illustrated in figure 4.5. 

As shown, the optimisation process contains two phases: the cooling phase and the 

equilibrium phase. The simulated annealing based search for the global maximum of a 

Gibbs probability distribution has generally the exponential time complexity. 

 

The cooling phase is implemented in the outer loop in the pseudo code (figure 4.5). In 

this phase, the temperature, which is a term borrowed from its metallurgy origin, 

decreases according to a predefined cooling algorithm. The concept of temperature 

controls the searching behaviour of the simulated annealing algorithm. If the 

temperature is very high, which happens when the optimisation process is just started, 

then the algorithm is more or less corresponding to a random walk process in the whole 

solution space. On the other hand, when the temperature is very low, which usually 
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happens when the optimisation process is about to finish, then the algorithm is 

corresponding to a hill climbing algorithm.  

 

The equilibrium phase is implemented in the inner loop in the pseudo code (figure 4.5). 

As long as the equilibrium condition is not satisfied, a new solution will be generated 

from the current solution. Then, the new solution’s fitness value will be evaluated and 

compared with the original solution’s fitness value. If the new solution is better from the 

perspective of the objective function, then it will be accepted as the new current solution 

that will be used in the next iteration. However, if the new solution is not better than the 

existing one, it still has a chance to be accepted. The probability of a non-improving 

move being accepted is related to the temperature value. The higher the current 

temperature, the more likely the new non-improving solution will be accepted. The 

method of calculating accept solution in the pseudo code is called: Metropolis sampler 

[60]. 
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Figure 4.5: Pseudo code of the simulated annealing algorithm in a generalized 
form. 

 

 

The simulated annealing algorithm in a particle filtering process was originally in [49] 

and has been explored extensively in the computer vision literature [51, 61-64]. The 
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simulated annealing algorithm is used in the tracking process to either avoid the particle 

“kidnapping” problem described in [61] when multiple particle filters are used 

simultaneously in a multi-face tracking system or to avoid the problem of particles being 

stuck at a local minima when the particle filter is used for complex tracking tasks [49, 63, 

64].  

 

In [49], the simulated annealing process is reinterpreted with two new terms: the term 

‘layer’ in [49] refers to a similar concept as temperature in the simulated annealing 

process and the term ‘annealing run’ refers to the equilibrium iteration introduced in 

figure 4.5. In every time step of the annealing particle filter, an annealing run 

(equilibrium iteration) is started at the highest layer that corresponds to the high 

temperature in the simulated annealing. The initial solutions of the annealing run come 

from the resampled particles output from the higher layer where for the highest layer, 

the initial solutions are provided by the resampled posterior particles generated by the 

particle filtering process. To impose diversification, the particles are augmented with 

noises generated from a zero mean Gaussian distribution. The layer indexes are 

gradually reduced to zero to complete the annealing optimisation process at the current 

time step.  
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4.2 Summary 
 

In this chapter, the metaheuristic algorithms that have been integrated with the particle 

filter in the literature are discussed. These algorithms are successful in their applications, 

such as full body motion capture in a constrained environment. However, their potential 

for real time human tracking in unconstrained environments is not so promising because 

1) the assumption that the global optimal in the image is the target of interest and 2) 

they not designed for real time performance. 
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Chapter 5 

Tabu Search Particle Filter 

 

 

In this chapter, a new metaheuristic particle filter is described. This algorithm is based 

on the combination of the generic particle filter and a modified tabu search 

metaheuristic algorithm. The proposed algorithm is designed for real time tracking 

systems in unconstrained environments (for example cluttered backgrounds and non-

stationary cameras).  

 

The proposed filter overcomes the shortcomings of the existing algorithms by: 

1. imposing a connection between the objective function and the target’s motion 

model so that the evaluation process is not only with respect to the target’s 

appearance model but also the target’s motion history; 

2. building a data structure to record all visited solutions so that duplicated visits 

can be avoided to improve performance; 

3. refining the known optima and searching recently revealed regions at the same 

time so that the algorithm can converge in minimum time and still have the 

opportunity of correcting inaccurate prior estimates.  

The tabu search metaheuristic algorithm is introduced in section 5.1. This is followed by 

the discussion of the tabu search particle filter in section 5.2. 
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5.1 Tabu Search Metaheuristic Optimization 
 

Figure 5.1 illustrates a generalized form of the tabu search metaheuristic optimisation 

algorithm [65, 66]. As shown, the original tabu search algorithm is a single solution 

algorithm in which one solution is optimised at a time.  

 

 
Figure 5.1: Pseudo code of the tabu search algorithm in a 
generalized form. 
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As shown in figure 5.1, an initial solution is generated in the solution space when the 

tabu search process is started. The performance of the optimisation process and the 

quality of the optima found through this process is affected by the selected initial 

solution, which is chosen based on the prior knowledge of the landscape structure of 

the problem.  

 

After the initial solution is selected, the tabu list is prepared before the search process 

begins. The tabu list is a unique concept in the tabu search algorithm, which remembers 

recent solutions or moves. This prevents the searching process from cycling back to the 

previously visited solutions, especially when the search is moving away from local 

optima. The maximum length of the tabu list is a configurable parameter called the tabu 

tenure. During the search process, the last move (or solution) is added in the tabu list 

and, if the total length of the tabu list is more than the tabu tenure, the oldest record is 

removed from the list.  

 

As shown in figure 5.1, at the beginning of each search iteration (inside the while loop), 

the best solution in the neighbourhood is selected, even if the new solution has not 

improved from the current one. The new solution will be admissible, which means that 

the new solution will not be in the tabu list. An exception to this rule is that if a 

predefined aspiration criterion is satisfied, then a solution is treated as admissible even 

if this solution or the move to generate this solution is listed in the tabu list. The 

aspiration criterion can improve the performance of the tabu search process in some 
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applications. For example, an otherwise tabued move will be accepted if it will generate 

a solution that is better than all solutions obtained so far. As in the search process, the 

tabu list is updated by appending the new solution to the tabu list and the oldest record 

removed if the total length of the tabu list is more than the predefined tabu tenure.  

 

The intensification and diversification are used by the tabu search algorithm to improve 

the performance of the optimisation process. The intensification process encourages 

the searching process to explore more thoroughly in the regions where good solutions 

have been found in the past. The diversification process prevents the search process 

from wasting time in regions where the optima are unlikely to be found.  

 

5.2 The Proposed Tabu Search Particle Filter 
 

As discussed previously, the metaheuristic particle filters proposed in the literature are 

difficult to be applied in real time tracking applications in unconstrained environments. 

These algorithms are not designed for real time application and they assume the target 

of interest is represented by the global optimum in the whole image. In this research, a 

unique metaheuristic particle filter has been developed based on the generic particle 

filter and an improved tabu search optimisation algorithm. The proposed tabu search 

particle filter overcomes the problems of the metaheuristic particle filters in previous 

research by: 1) imposing an extra constraint to the objective evaluation function so that 

the target’s previous motion history is taken into account during the optimisation 
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process; 2) reducing the time used for the optimisation process by preventing a solution 

space being revisited during the same iteration; 3) binding the decision of intensification 

/ diversification to the area of the solution space being covered in the searching process, 

which improves the convergence speed of the optimisation process. 

 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the pseudo code of the new tabu search particle filter. To simplify 

the discussion, the estimation and measurement processes that are identical to the 

generic particle filter are excluded from the pseudo code.  

 

As shown in figure 5.2, the optimisation process in the new algorithm is population 

based and the initial solutions come from the posterior distribution of the target’s state 

vector ( ����	� ), which is represented by a group of weighted particles: 	V	 ∶=
	�	"�#, �	"�#, … , �	"'#

. The tabu list ~ is initialised by the state vector of these particles and 

their corresponding fitness values. In this algorithm, the tabu tenure is ‘indefinite’, which 

means that all visited solutions are recorded in the tabu list and these records will not be 

removed from the tabu list until the optimisation process is completed.  
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Figure 5.2: Pseudo code of the proposed tabu search particle filter. 
 

 

At the beginning of each iteration, the whole population of the particles is divided into 

three categories based on their fitness values. The solutions with the best fitness values 

are classified into the ‘good’ particle set that is represented by mz��v in figure 5.2. These 

particles are elite solutions in the system, which will guide the intensification process 

later on. The number of elite solutions in mz��v is limited to a small quantity, for example 

10 particles at most or less than 10 percent of the overall particle population, because of 
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the single-target-per-tracker assumption in this research. On the other hand, the worst 

fitting solutions in the system are classified into the ‘poor’ particle set during this process. 

These particles represent the most unlikely regions where the optima could be found. 

The poor particles in this category are diverted to other areas in the solutions. Finally, 

the remaining particles that do not belong to either the ‘good’ particle set or the ‘poor’ 

particle set are grouped together and classified as the ‘normal’ particle set. Particles in 

this category have medium fitness values, which indicates the solution space around 

these particles are worth being investigated by the optimisation process to look for 

better optima. The performance of the optimisation process is affected by the ratio of 

the number of particles in the ‘poor’ and ‘normal’ categories. Given a fixed number of 

particles, quicker but possibly premature convergence is usually achieved by a larger 

‘poor’ population whereas a thorough search in the whole solution space is usually 

achieved by a large population in the ‘normal’ particle set. In this research, a unique 

‘punishment’ strategy is applied to the particles belonging to the ‘normal’ category, 

which allows the ratio between the ‘normal’ population and the ‘poor’ population to 

dynamically adapt to the searching process.  

 

As shown in figure 5.2, the particles are processed with different strategies according to 

their categories in the sequence of ‘normal’ particles, ‘poor’ particles and ‘good’ particles. 

The details of these search processes are illustrated in figure 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, which will 

be discussed later. Finally, after all particles in three categories are processed, these 
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particles are remerged into mpqrrs�	  and passed to the next iteration for further 

optimisation.  

The optimisation strategy for the particles that belong to the ‘normal’ category is 

illustrated in figure 5.3. As shown, a new particle is generated by replacing an existing 

particle with additive zero mean Gaussian random noise: �0, ���r�no�. Then, the tabu 

list is checked with the state value in the new particle. If the solution space represented 

by the new particle has not been visited before, the particle is evaluated with the 

objective function and then the tabu list is updated with this new solution. If the new 

particle represents a solution that has been visited before, then the aspiration condition 

is tested to decide whether the move will be approved (aspiration) or rejected (tabu). 

The first aspiration condition designed in this research is to check whether the fitness 

value of the new solution (the one that has been visited by other particles before) is 

better than all solutions that this particle has visited in all previous iterations. If so, then 

the move is exempt from being tabued because it improves the best fitness value of this 

particle. Otherwise, the move is rejected and the state vector of the particle is rolled 

back to its previous value. Furthermore, the particle will be penalised for making a 

tabued move by downgrading it from the ‘normal’ category to the ‘poor’ category.  

 

The decision of using the diversification strategy or the intensification strategy in the 

search process is made at run time based on the hit rate of the tabu list. As the 

optimisation process evolves through iterations, the chances that a ‘normal’ particle 

makes a tabued move are increased because the tabu list covers more of the solution 
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space. The search emphasis is naturally shifted from exploring the whole solution space 

to avoid being trapped in the local optima and to refining the search in optima currently 

found in the search space so that the algorithm can converge quickly.  

 

 
Figure 5.3: Pseudo code of the searching strategy for the ‘normal’ 
particle population in the proposed tabu search particle filter. 
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 The optimisation strategy for the particles that belong to the ‘poor’ category is illustrated 

in figure 5.4. As shown, each particle in the ‘poor’ category is redistributed around an 

elite solution selected in sequence from the ‘good’ particles’ category. The distance 

between the poor particle and the corresponding elite solution is controlled by a random 

factor drawn from a zero mean Gaussian distribution with predefined standard 

derivation	�t��r . Usually the �t��r  variable is chosen to be a small value so that the 

neighbourhood area of the elite solution can be thoroughly searched by these poor 

particles. As shown in figure 5.4, the move in this process is guaranteed to be accepted 

regardless of whether the generated solution is on the tabu list or not. This strategy is 

designed based on the assumptions that the neighbourhood of an elite solution will be 

thoroughly searched through intensification and that the computation cost to find an 

unvisited solution space in this area is more expensive than just allowing a tabued visit. 

This is the second aspiration rule designed in this research, that is: a tabued move is 

aspirated if the particle belongs to the ‘poor’ category. 

 

The diversification strategy in this algorithm is designed to move particles away from its 

original solution space if the original fitness value is low enough to be classified as a 

‘poor’ particle. At the same time, because these particles are redistributed in the 

neighbourhood of elite solutions, the search around optima are intensified at the same 

time by allocating more resource (particles in this context) to this region.  
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As show in figure 5.4, if a new particle generated in the surrounding area of an elite 

solution exists in the tabu list, its fitness value can be retrieved immediately from the 

tabu list without performing a redundant evaluation through the objective function. This 

strategy improves the search speed of the proposed algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Pseudo code of the searching strategy for the ‘poor’ 
particle population in the proposed tabu search particle filter. 

 

 

The optimisation strategy for particles that belong to the ‘good’ category is illustrated in 

figure 5.5. A new particle is generated by replacing an existing particle with additive 

zero mean Gaussian random noise: �0, �z��v� . A small standard derivation is 

assigned to �z��v in this process so that the generated solution is in the surrounding 
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neighbourhood of the original elite solution. The tabu list is then checked using the state 

value of the new particle.  

 

As shown in figure 5.5, if the new particle represents a solution that has not been visited 

before, the fitness value of this solution is calculated based on the objective function. 

However, unlike the search process for ‘normal’ particles, the strategy used for the 

‘good’ particle is that the move is allowed if and only if the new solution is better than 

the original one. This strategy prevents the elite particles moving towards non-improving 

solution spaces. 

 

Alternatively, if the new solution generated from this elite particle has been evaluated 

before, then the fitness value recorded in the tabu list is used to compare with the 

fitness value of the original solution. The move is approved when the new solution is 

better than the old one. Otherwise, the move will be rejected and the particle remains 

unchanged for this iteration.  

 

Fitness thresholds and variances of Gaussian are selected manually based on intensive 

experimental evaluations. These variables are influenced by the following factors: image 

dimension, motion mode (target dynamic features), observation model (the shape of the 

observation distribution, i.e. the slope is high or low). 
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Figure 5.5: Pseudo code of the search strategy for the ‘good’ 
particle population in the proposed tabu search particle filter. 
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5.3 Summary 
 

A new metaheuristic particle filter is proposed in this chapter. This algorithm is designed 

based on the combination of a generic particle filter and a modified tabu search 

optimisation algorithm.  

 

The previous tracking trajectory used in most of the known filtering strategies (e.g. 

particle filter) is predominantly in the filtering process (i.e. the estimation of prior 

distribution for the next time step) in all prior research in this category. The novelty of 

this research is that the motion model and previous tracking trajectory are used in the 

metaheuristic optimization process to overcome the complexity induced by uncontrolled 

environments and targets. Using a previous trajectory (and motion model) in this way is 

not known to be applied in the related prior research. 

 

The optimization process is constrained and supervised by the target’s motion model. 

This strategy prevents the optimization process being dragged towards clutter in the 

background that may have similar visual features to those of the target of interest. 

Therefore, the new algorithm is more suitable than other algorithms for use in 

unconstrained environments with complex backgrounds. 

 

The redundant evaluation processes, which are common in both generic particle filters 

and other metaheuristic optimization processes, are avoided by the implementation of 
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the tabu list. The goal of this strategy is to improve the performance of the overall 

system. 

 

By imposing (1) diversification and intensification strategies through the tabu list, (2) the 

aspiration condition and (3) the classification of particles with different levels of fitness 

values, then this new algorithm will be able to thoroughly search the overall solution and 

at the same time converge to the known optimum quickly. 

 

Compared with other algorithms in the literature, the new tabu search particle filter has 

a number of unique features.  

 

Firstly, the optimisation process is constrained and supervised by the target’s motion 

model. This strategy prevents the optimisation process being dragged towards clutters 

in the background that may have similar visual features to those of the target of interest. 

Therefore, the new algorithm is more suitable than other algorithms for use in 

unconstrained environments with complex backgrounds.  

 

Secondly, the redundant evaluation processes, which are common in both generic 

particle filters and other metaheuristic optimisation processes, are avoided by the 

implementation of the tabu list. The goal of this strategy is to improve the performance 

of the overall system.  
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Finally, by imposing diversification and intensification strategies through the tabu list, 

the aspiration condition and the classification of particles with different levels of fitness 

values, this new algorithm will be able to thoroughly search the overall solution and at 

the same time converge to the known optimum quickly.  
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Chapter 6 

The Colour Sequence Model 

 

 

Colour histograms are usually used as the observation model in computer vision based 

tracking systems. They provide a robust, colour based, observation of the target, which 

is insensitive to scale change, rotation and partial occlusion.  

 

The hue-saturation-value (HSV) colour space is commonly used for illumination 

invariant target tracking. The illumination invariant capability is provided by the HSV 

colour space because it separates the brightness from colour presentation. However, 

using the HSV colour space for illumination invariant measurement has a significant 

limitation: the system is unable to handle low saturation colours, which are very 

common in real world scenes, such as the presence of white, grey and black. Hue 

values in the HSV colour space are unreliable when the saturation channel is in the low 

range as is illustrated in figure 6.1 [67].  

 

The motivation for the proposed colour sequence model (CSM) introduced in this 

chapter is to “shift” the responsibility of illumination invariance from the colour space to 

the observation representation model so that a reliable but luminance sensitive colour 

space (for example the RGB colour space) can be used in illumination invariant tracking 

systems.  
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Figure 6.1 [67]: The noisy HSV colour space. As 
shown in this figure, the standard deviation of a pixel 
in HSV colour space is very large when the pixel’s 
colour is in the low saturation area. 

 

 

Designing illumination invariant models in the RGB colour space is not an easy task 

because all channels in the RGB colour space represent a mixture of both colour and 

luminance. Therefore, when illumination levels change in the environment, values of all 

channels are changed accordingly. A comparison of the RGB colour space and the HSV 

colour space given environmental illumination variations is illustrated in figure 6.2. As 

shown, all channels in the RGB colour space are changed as significantly as the value 

channel (luminance channel) in the HSV colour space whereas the hue channel in the 

HSV colour space is almost unchanged during the dramatic lighting strength variance in 

this test. The difficulty is to retain an object’s identity given such dramatic change in 

RGB colour channels.  
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Figure 6.2: Compare RGB colour space and HSV colour space in various lighting 
conditions. 
 

 

The proposed CSM was inspired by the continuous human movement recognition 

(CHMR) framework proposed in [68, 69]. In the CHMR model, activities of humans are 

deconstructed into an ordered collection of “dynemes”, which are defined as the 

smallest contrastive units of human motion. The dyneme alphabet was defined and 

collected by deconstructing hundreds of human movements into their lowest common 

denominator of basic movement patterns. A Hidden Markov model (HMM) was chosen 

in the CHMR framework to model human movement as an ordered sequence of 

dynemes selected from the alphabet. Human activity recognition was achieved by 

seeking the maximum likelihood of generating observed sequences from collected skill 

models through a HMM based algorithm. 

 

In the proposed CSM, the image of an object is evenly segmented and indexed patches 

are obtained. These patches are defined as the smallest contrastive units of the object’s 

image, which is equivalent to the “dyneme” concept in [68, 69]. Through this method, 
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the colour properties of a target in a tracking system can be characterized as a 

sequence of non-stationary (moving and pose variation), corrupted (environment 

illumination variation) and continuous signals. 

 

Compared with the widely used colour histogram model [70-79], the proposed CSM 

introduces a new dimension in colour based object matching criteria: namely, not only 

has the colour distribution of a region been taken into account, but the relative 

relationship between adjacent regions has also been taken into account through the first 

order Markov assumption. Therefore, it is more powerful than the colour histogram 

model in colour object recognition and colour matching tasks.  

 

However, the one limitation is that although the CSM is motivated by using a HMM to 

process colour sequences, the proposed solution only uses a degenerated form of the 

HMM, as the transition probability is always 1.0. This is because in this chapter, the 

CSM is demonstrated in a “one object one model” manner. There is a one to one 

relationship between the object in a system and its corresponding CSM. Such 

limitations do not exist in systems where more than one object is represented by one 

CSM (for example, one CSM corresponds to multiple people). 

 

This chapter is organized as follows: HMMs are reviewed in section 6.1. The proposed 

CSM is introduced in section 6.2 and 6.3.Then the CSM is evaluated in a rigid object 

comparison task in section 6.4. 
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6.1 Hidden Markov Models 
 

In this section, key concepts of hidden Markov models are reviewed, especially those 

that are directly related to the discussion of the colour sequence model.  

 

6.1.1 Definition of HMM 
 

A typical HMM is illustrated in figure 6.3. The HMM shown in this diagram can be 

uniquely defined by five factors [68, 69, 80-84].  

 

A HMM consists of a set of states, denoted as	e = 	 ,e�, e�, e�, … , e�-, where � is the total 

number of states in the model.  

 

At each state, the HMM emits a set of observable symbols, denoted 

as	� = 	 ,��, ��, ��, … , �'-, where k is the number of distinct observations.  

 

The transition probabilities among all states in a HMM is defined by a � × � matrix, 

denoted as:	B = 	 �KX�� where	KX� = m��	�� =	e���	 = 	eX�, 1	 ≤ �, �	 ≤ �.  

 

The probabilities of emission for each state in a HMM is defined by an � × kmatrix, 

denoted as: � =	 ������ where	���� = 	m��	 = 	����	 =	e��, 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ �	K�$	1 ≤ �	 ≤ k. 
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The initial distribution of the HMM is coded in a vector of length

where	@X = m�� =	eX�. 
 

Figure 6.3: An example of a typical discrete HMM.
 

 

6.1.2 The Main Problems Addressed by HMM
 

The HMM was developed to address some problems summarized in the following basic 

questions around a sequence of observable symbols

 

1. How well does a given HMM matched the observation?

2. How is the sequence of state transitions in the HMM 

likely observation is emitted?

The Colour Sequence Model 

 

The initial distribution of the HMM is coded in a vector of length	�, denoted as

Figure 6.3: An example of a typical discrete HMM. 

Main Problems Addressed by HMMs 

to address some problems summarized in the following basic 

around a sequence of observable symbols [82, 84].  

How well does a given HMM matched the observation? 

the sequence of state transitions in the HMM defined such that the most 

likely observation is emitted? 
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to address some problems summarized in the following basic 

defined such that the most 
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3. How are the parameters of the given HMM modified so that the observation is 

more likely to be generated from this HMM? 

4. If two or more HMMs are given, how is the similarity distance among the HMMs 

defined?  

 

In this section, some common solutions are introduced from the literature, for example 

[68, 69, 80-84], with regards to these four commonly asked questions in HMM research. 

Forward and Backward Algorithms 
 

The forward [80, 84] and backward algorithms [80, 84] are two similar methods of 

measuring how well a given HMM matches a given observation.  Both are recursive 

algorithms. 

 

In the forward algorithm, a forward variable �	�� is defined as the probability that an 

observation sequence “���� … �	” is observed up to time t and the state at time t is	eX. 
Namely: 

 �	�� = m���� … �	 , �	 = eX|[� (6.2-1) 

 

As suggested by its name, the forward algorithm processes the observation sequence 

in forward order. Therefore, the forward algorithm begins by defining the forward 

variable	����, namely: 

 	���� = 	@X�X���, 1 ≤ � ≤ � (6.2-2) 
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Then, the process moves forward along the observation sequence, which is indicated 

by equation 6.2-3 as follows: 

 	�	���� = 	 �_ �	��KX�
�

X`� � ���	���, 1 ≤ � ≤ �, 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ ~ − 1 (6.2-3) 

Finally, the forward algorithm stops at the end of observation sequence, namely: 

 �>�� = 	m���� … �> , �> = eX|[� (6.2-4) 

The solution for question one can be found by calculating	m�|[� the sum of �>�� over 

all hidden states: 

 m�|[� = 	_ �>���
X`�  (6.2-5) 

 

In a similar manner, in the backward algorithm, a backward variable �	�� , which 

indicates the probability of the partial observation sequence from t + 1 to the end, given 

state eX at time t, is defined as: 

 �	�� = 	m�	���	�� … �>|�	 = eX , [� (6.2-6) 

 

The backward algorithm is a reverse process of the forward algorithm introduced above. 

Therefore, it begins from the end of the observation sequence, namely: 

 	�>�� = 	1, 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ � (6.2-7) 

Then, the process moves backward along the observation sequence and is represented 

in equation 6.2-8 as: 
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 �	�� = 	_ KX����	����	����, � = ~ − 1, … , 1; 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ ��
�`�  (6.2-8) 

The backward process terminates at 	���� and the solution of m�|[� is given by: 

 m�|[� = 	_ @X�X��������
X`�  (6.2-9) 

Viterbi Algorithm 
 

Developed in 1967 [85], the Viterbi algorithm computes the most likely hidden state 

sequence in a HMM, given an observation sequence.  

 

There are two intermediate variables defined in the Viterbi process. The first 

variable, 	F	��  is defined as the highest probability along a hidden state sequence 

(G =	���� … �>), which accounts for the first t observations and ends in state	eX. It can 

be represented as: 

 F	�� = 	 max����…�6 m���� … �	 = eX , ���� … �	|[� (6.2-10) 

The second variable �	��  is defined to keep track of the argument which 

maximized	F	����, namely: 

 �	�� = 	 argmax��X�� "F	����KX�# (6.2-11) 

 

The process of the Viterbi algorithm is summarized as follows. Firstly, the recursive 

Viterbi process begins with initializing both intermediate variables: 
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F��� = 	@X�X���, 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ � 

	���� = 	���� (6.2-12) 

Then, the intermediate variable 	F	�� is recursively updated using: 

 	F	�� = 	 max��X���F	����KX� ���	� (6.2-13) 

Accordingly, the intermediate variable �	�� is updated with 	F	�� based on its definition 

in equation 6.2-2. Finally, when all observations have been processed, the most likely 

hidden state sequence in a HMM that generates the observation sequence is given by: 

 �	∗ =	�	���	��∗ �, � = ~ − 1, ~ − 2, … 1 6.2-14 

The corresponding probability of generating the given observation sequence is: 

 	m∗ =	 max��X��"F>��# (6.2-15) 

 

The Baum-Welch Algorithm 
 

The method of adjusting the parameters of a HMM according to a given observation 

sequence is addressed by the Baum-Welch algorithm [82, 86].  

 

There are two intermediate variables defined in the Baum-Welch algorithm. Firstly, the 

variable 	¡	�� gives the probability of being in state eX at time t, given the observation 

sequence: �. Namely: 

 	¡	�� = 	m�	 = eX|�, [� (6.2-16) 

Secondly, the variable 	¢X�, �� is defined as the probability of being in state eX at time t 

and in state e� at time t + 1, given the observation sequence:	�. It can be represented as: 
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 ¢	�, �� = 	m��	 = eX , �	�� = e���, [� (6.2-17) 

 

As implied by the above definitions in equation 6.2-16 and 6.2-17, the relationship of the 

two intermediate variables is given by: 

 	¡	�� = 	_ ¢	�, ���
�`�  (6.2-18) 

Furthermore, the definitions of both Baum-Welch variables can be substituted by the 

forward variable and backward variable defined in equation 6.2-1 and equation 6.2-6 as: 

 	¡	�� = 	m�	 = eX|�, [� = 	�	���	��m�|[� = 	 �	���	��∑ �	���	���X`�  (6.2-19) 

 

 

¢	�, �� = 	m��	 = eX , �	�� = e���, [� = 	�	��KX����	����	����m�|[�
= �	��KX����	����	����∑ ∑ �	��KX����	����	������`��X`�  

(6.2-20) 

 

Based on the definitions introduced above, the expected number of transitions made 

from state	eX can be calculated by summing 	¡	�� over time index t; where: 

 +���¤��$	�����¥	��	�¥K�¦�����¦	�¥��	eX =	_ ¡	��>
	`�  (6.2-21) 

Similarly, the expected number of transitions from state	eX to state	e� is given by: 

 +���¤��$	�����¥	��	�¥K�¦�����¦	�¥��	eX 	��	e� = 	 _ 	¢X�, ��>��
	`�  (6.2-22) 
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The adjusted parameters of the given HMM, i.e. [̅ = 	 B̅, �b, @b�, can be calculated from: 

 

@c̈
= 	����¤��$	�����¥	��	����¦	��	¦�K��	eX 	�ℎ��	�	���K�¦	��	1
= 	¡��� 

(6.2-23) 

 

 

K¨©bbbb
= 	 ����¤��$	�����¥	��	�¥K�¦�����¦	�¥��	¦�K��	eX 	��	¦�K��	e� 	����¤��$	�����¥	��	�¥K�¦�����¦	�¥��	¦�K��	eX
=	∑ ¢	�, ��>��	`�∑ ¡	��>��	`�  

(6.2-24) 

 

 

�©��bbbbbbb
= 	 ����¤��$	�����¥	��	����¦	��	¦�K��	e� 	K�$	��¦�¥���S	¦A����	������¤��$	�����¥	��	����¦	��	¦�K��	e�
= 	∑ ¡	��, �	 = 	��>	`�∑ ¡	��>	`�  

(6.2-25) 

 

The parameter adjustment process can be performed iteratively until some predefined 

conditions are met, for example:  

 �m�|[� − 	m���[̅�� ≤ 	D (6.2-26) 
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The Distance between Two HMMs 
 

Given two HMMs, for example: [� = B�, ��, @��  and 	[� = B�, ��, @�� , the distance 

measure ª[�, [�� is defined by the Kullback-Leibler divergence [87] as how well model 

[�  matches the observations generated by model 	[� , related to how the model 	[� 

matches the observation generated by itself, that is: 

 ª[�, [�� = 	 1~ "ln	m�����[��� − ln	m�����[���# (6.2-27) 

In this equation, ��� = ���� … �> is an observation sequence generated by the model	[�. 

 

The distance measurement defined above is not symmetric, i.e. ª[�, [�� ≠ ª[�, [��. A 

symmetrical version is usually defined as: 

 	ªw®�[�, [�� = "ª[�, [�� + ª[�, [��#2  (6.2-28) 

 

6.1.3 The Taxonomy of a HMM 
 

HMMs are classified based on many different aspects [82, 84]. In this section two 

conditions related to the topology of a HMM or the emission properties of a HMM, that 

are most related to the discussion of the proposed CSM, are introduced.  

 

Among all possible topologies of a HMM, the two most commonly used HMM topologies 

are the ergodic model and the Bakis model [88]. The ergodic model is also known as 
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the full connected model and in this model every hidden state can be reached from 

every other hidden state in a finite number of steps.  

On the contrary, in a Bakis HMM, which is also known as a left-right HMM, the 

connections among hidden states are unidirectional, that is, the coefficients in its state 

transition matrix B =	 �KX��have the following properties: 

 KX� = 0, ��¥	K��	� < � (6.2-29) 

Similarly, the coefficients in the initialization vector 	@ = 	 ,@X-  have the following 

properties:  

 @X = R0,			�ℎ���	�	 ≠ 11,				�ℎ���	� = 1	° (6.2-30) 

 

A HMM can also be classified based on the type of its observable symbols as either a 

discrete HMM or a continuous HMM.  

 

A discrete HMM has a finite set of discrete observable symbols. For example, the 

observation alphabet in the HMM shown in figure 4.2.1-1 has three elements, 

namely	��, ��, K�$	��. As mentioned earlier, the emission probability of a discrete HMM 

can be described by a matrix, denoted as: � =	 ������ 
where	���� = 	m��	 = 	����	 =	e��, 1	 ≤ �	 ≤ �	K�$	1 ≤ �	 ≤ k.  

 

On the other hand, in a continuous HMM, the emission probability is a continuous 

probability density function (p.d.f) and usually approximated by a sum of k weighted 

distributions [82, 84] and represented in general as: 
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 ���� = 	 _ ¤��±"�, 7�� , ²��#'
�`� , 1 ≤ �	 ≤ � (6.2-31) 

In equation 6.2-31, �  is the observation vector being modelled, and ¤��  the mixture 

coefficient of the m-th mixture in state 	e� . ±  is any logarithmically concave [89] or 

elliptically symmetric [86] probability density function with mean vector 7��  and 

covariance matrix ²�� for the m-th mixture component in state e�.  

 

6.2 The Colour Sequence Model 
 

The CSM developed in this research is a unique method of quantitatively measuring the 

similarity of two coloured objects. It can be applied in the applications that require 

matching multiple objects based on their appearances, for example a human tracking 

system.  

 

6.2.1 The Definition of the New CSM 
 

The new CSM is based on a continuous Bakis HMM with a trivariate Gaussian emission 

distribution. The basic structure of the CSM is illustrated in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: The HMM structure underneath the CSM. 
 

 

The sample CSM illustrated in the figure contains 

	,e�, e�, e�, … , e�-. The allowed state transitions are drawn as blue coloured arrows in the 

model and as shown, only state transition from one state to its immediate succeeding 

state are allowed, such that: 

 

Furthermore, the observation 

Gaussian distribution: 

  ���� =
In the above equation, the variable vector 

components respectively and the covariance matrix 

are given by: 
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Figure 6.4: The HMM structure underneath the CSM. 

The sample CSM illustrated in the figure contains �  hidden states in total, i.e. 

. The allowed state transitions are drawn as blue coloured arrows in the 

model and as shown, only state transition from one state to its immediate succeeding 

state are allowed, such that:  

�¥K�¦�����	�K�¥��	B = 	 �KX�� 
KX� =	R0,									�ℎ���	�	 ≠ � + 11, �ℎ���	� = � + 1 ° 

Furthermore, the observation p.d.f of the proposed CMS is defined by a trivariate 

� 	��; 	7, Σ� = exp	 ´− 12 � − 7�>Σ��� − 7�
2@�� �⁄ |Σ|� �⁄

In the above equation, the variable vector �  and mean vector 

components respectively and the covariance matrix Σ is a three by three matrix, which 
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Figure 6.4: The HMM structure underneath the CSM.  

hidden states in total, i.e. e =
. The allowed state transitions are drawn as blue coloured arrows in the 

model and as shown, only state transition from one state to its immediate succeeding 

(6.3-1) 

of the proposed CMS is defined by a trivariate 

�¶
 

(6.3-2) 

and mean vector 7  contain three 

is a three by three matrix, which 
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� = 	·�p��p��p�¸ , 7 = 	·7p�7p�7p�¸ 

Σ =	 �y�� y�� y��y�� y�� y��y�� y�� y��� = ¹�p�� 0.0 0.00.0 �p�� 0.00.0 0.0 �p��
» 

(6.3-3) 

 

6.2.2 Life Cycle of the New CSM 

The Initialization Step of the CSM 
 

The Baum-Welch algorithm discussed in section 6.2 is simplified in the proposed CSM 

because it has a simple topology structure and observation p.d.f.. As shown in figure 6.4, 

in the CSM, the transition probability KX� is either equal to one if e�  is the succeeding 

state of 	eX , i.e. � = � + 1 , or, otherwise, zero. Therefore, the expected number of 

transitions from	eX 	��	e�  is either equal to the expect number of transitions from		eX, if e� is 

the succeeding state of eX 	or zero in other cases. Furthermore, the observation p.d.f. of 

the CSM indicates that the colour signals in each channel are modelled as standalone 

Gaussian distribution with mean 7p and variance	�p�, where:  

 ���p� = 	��p� = exp	 ¼− � − 7��2�� ½
�p√2@  

(6.3-4) 

 

The initialization process of the proposed CSM is illustrated in figure 6.5 and is 

described as follows.  
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Firstly, the latest input image is converted to an observation sequence (using algorithms 

that will be introduced later). The converted observation contains a sequence of � 

observable values, i.e. a sequence of average colour values of each image patch. 

 

Then, the basic structure of the CSM is established as a Bakis HMM with prior known 

state transition matrix coefficients and some initial parameters for the observation p.d.f.  

 

Once the basic HMM structure is known, the parameters of the initial observation p.d.f. 

are adjusted iteratively according to the observation sequence converted earlier, so that 

the available observation sequence is most likely to be generated by an established 

CSM. 

 

Finally, all parameters, including state transition matrix of the HMM and the parameters 

of the observation p.d.f. of each hidden state are verified by rules of probability [90] and 

stored as the initial parameters of the CSM. The variance of the Gaussian based 

emission distribution at each channel is specified manually.  
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Figure 6.5: The algorithm for 
initializing the CSM.

 

 

The Comparison Step of the CSM
 

As mentioned earlier, the CSM 

tracking system, especially for

their identity is unable to be uniquely identified based on their positions. 

model offers this functionality through
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Figure 6.5: The algorithm for 
initializing the CSM. 

The Comparison Step of the CSM 

As mentioned earlier, the CSM was developed as an effective algorithm in an object 

, especially for disambiguating multiple targets in a small area

their identity is unable to be uniquely identified based on their positions. 

offers this functionality through its similarity comparison step.
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as an effective algorithm in an object 

multiple targets in a small area, when 

their identity is unable to be uniquely identified based on their positions. This new colour 

. 
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The similarity between two colour images in the context of the CSM is defined as the 

distance between the two HMMs based on the images. Calculating the distance 

between two CSMs is simplified as the probability of the second observation being 

generated from the first CSM is given by: 

 e����K¥��A	��	Eek = m�����[�� (6.3-5) 

The above equation can be solved by either forward algorithm or backward algorithm.  

 

The algorithm for calculating the distance between two colour objects is illustrated in 

figure 6.6. As shown in this flow chart, the new colour image is converted to an 

observation sequence. Then, the likelihood of this observation sequence being 

generated by the existing CSM is calculated through a forward algorithm. If there are 

more than one pair of colour objects being compared, all these comparisons are 

calculated and their likelihood values are normalized so that they can be compared with 

each other.  
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Figure 6.6: The algorithm for 
comparing the distance between two 
colour objects in the context of CSM.

 

 

The Updating Step of the CSM 
 

The colour of an object in a tracking system may change overtime

the target’s movement or changing environmental illumination. 

 

The updating process of the CSM can be simplified to a process of continuously 

adjusting parameters for the Gaussian observation 

be achieved through a running average algorithm with a predefined update rate: 
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Figure 6.6: The algorithm for 
comparing the distance between two 
colour objects in the context of CSM. 

The Updating Step of the CSM  

The colour of an object in a tracking system may change overtime

the target’s movement or changing environmental illumination.  

The updating process of the CSM can be simplified to a process of continuously 

adjusting parameters for the Gaussian observation p.d.f. defined in a CSM, which can 

through a running average algorithm with a predefined update rate: 
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The colour of an object in a tracking system may change overtime, such as a result of 

The updating process of the CSM can be simplified to a process of continuously 

defined in a CSM, which can 

through a running average algorithm with a predefined update rate: �	. The 
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observation and state variables are 

parameters. This process can be represented in the following equation:

 

¿ÀÁ
ÀÂ 7

�	
 

The CSM updating algorithm is illustrated in figure 6.7. As shown, the parameters of the 

current CSM are adjusted according to the latest observation seq

the updating process is controlled by a predefined factor, named CSM updating ratio, 

which is in the range from zero to one. As shown in the flow chart below, the updated 

parameters are verified by probabilistic rules before they are 

the new CSM. 

Figure 6.7: The algorithm for updating 
a CSM with a new input image.
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observation and state variables are associated with the cell signals and Gaussian 

This process can be represented in the following equation:

À
ÀÂ 7	(Ã =	7	��(Ã ∗ �	 +	Ä�	p��	p��	p�Å ∗ 1 − �	�;					

	 	 ∝ 		1.0 − m�	|[	���																																
° 

The CSM updating algorithm is illustrated in figure 6.7. As shown, the parameters of the 

current CSM are adjusted according to the latest observation sequence. The speed of 

updating process is controlled by a predefined factor, named CSM updating ratio, 

which is in the range from zero to one. As shown in the flow chart below, the updated 

parameters are verified by probabilistic rules before they are confirmed and saved as 

 
Figure 6.7: The algorithm for updating 
a CSM with a new input image. 
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associated with the cell signals and Gaussian 

This process can be represented in the following equation: 

° (6.3-6) 

The CSM updating algorithm is illustrated in figure 6.7. As shown, the parameters of the 

uence. The speed of 

updating process is controlled by a predefined factor, named CSM updating ratio, 

which is in the range from zero to one. As shown in the flow chart below, the updated 

confirmed and saved as 
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6.2.3 Converting Colour Images to Observation Sequences 
 

The image-to-sequence conversion algorithm developed involves two steps: a 

decomposing step and a linking step. 

 

In the decomposing step, an image with a coloured object is evenly segmented by 

horizontal and vertical lines and indexed patches were obtained. These indexed 

patches are the smallest contrastive units of the appearance of a coloured object. 

Figure 6.8 illustrates the decomposing step with an example image of a person walking. 

As shown, the original image (leftmost in the figure) is segmented by six evenly 

distributed vertical and horizontal lines. The whole image becomes sixteen patches as 

shown in the middle image in the figure. These patches are then indexed with their 

horizontal and vertical positions as shown in the rightmost image in the figure and will 

be chained through some methods in the linking step to form a sequence of 

observations of the input image.  
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Figure 6.8: The decomposing step in the proposed 
algorithm.

 

 

In the linking step, a first order Markov assumption is imposed between any adjacent 

image patches. Because the image patches are decomposed fr

there are no intrinsic meaningful connections among these patches. Therefore, there is 

no natural method of linking the segmented image into a sequence of events. The 

methods used in the linking step are chosen based on the applicati

rest of this section, three different methods of linking indexed image patches are 

introduced. The optimal areas of application for each method will also be introduced.

 

The first linking method is illustrated in figure 6.9. As shown, the patches at the same 

row are grouped together as one observation event. The whole image contains four 

such observation events, which are marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4. These observations are 

then linked up to a sequence of length four. Three dimensional vectors of the mean 

value of each observation event are listed in the table shown at the top
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Figure 6.8: The decomposing step in the proposed 
algorithm. 

In the linking step, a first order Markov assumption is imposed between any adjacent 

image patches. Because the image patches are decomposed from the original image, 

there are no intrinsic meaningful connections among these patches. Therefore, there is 

no natural method of linking the segmented image into a sequence of events. The 

g step are chosen based on the applicati

rest of this section, three different methods of linking indexed image patches are 

introduced. The optimal areas of application for each method will also be introduced.

The first linking method is illustrated in figure 6.9. As shown, the patches at the same 

row are grouped together as one observation event. The whole image contains four 

such observation events, which are marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4. These observations are 

n linked up to a sequence of length four. Three dimensional vectors of the mean 

value of each observation event are listed in the table shown at the top
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Figure 6.8: The decomposing step in the proposed 

In the linking step, a first order Markov assumption is imposed between any adjacent 

om the original image, 

there are no intrinsic meaningful connections among these patches. Therefore, there is 

no natural method of linking the segmented image into a sequence of events. The 

g step are chosen based on the application properties. In the 

rest of this section, three different methods of linking indexed image patches are 

introduced. The optimal areas of application for each method will also be introduced. 

The first linking method is illustrated in figure 6.9. As shown, the patches at the same 

row are grouped together as one observation event. The whole image contains four 

such observation events, which are marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4. These observations are 

n linked up to a sequence of length four. Three dimensional vectors of the mean 

value of each observation event are listed in the table shown at the top-right region of 
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the figure. The bottom part of figure 6.9 illustrates the intensity variation of the four 

observations in RGB colour space. 

 

The method introduced above is useful in human tracking applications for the following 

reasons: (1) Horizontal ego-movements usually exist in human walking action. For 

example, a walking person may swing his/her arms and the legs are moving forward 

and backward alternately relative to the torso. The method used here groups horizontal 

patches together as one observation event and therefore, the appearance variations 

caused by the ego-movements mentioned above are eliminated or minimized. (2) As 

the value of each observation event is calculated from the average of a combined area 

of four patches, the changes of appearance, as a result of different angles of 

observation or different background textures, between adjacent frames are minimized. 

Therefore, the observations are more stable than some linking methods with small 

patches. (3) As the sequence generated with this method is relatively short. The time 

used for initialization, matching and update CSMs is minimized. Therefore, it is suitable 

for time-critical applications, such as human tracking. 
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Figure 6.9: The indexed image patches are linked 
together as a vertical chain.

 

 

The other two examples of 

illustrated in figure 6.10 and figure 6.11 respectively. As shown, in both methods, the 

sixteen patches are grouped into four square macro patches. The macro patches are 

chained either in a zigzag sequence or in a ‘snake’ sequence.
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Figure 6.9: The indexed image patches are linked 
together as a vertical chain. 

The other two examples of a linking method are similar to each other and they are 

in figure 6.10 and figure 6.11 respectively. As shown, in both methods, the 

sixteen patches are grouped into four square macro patches. The macro patches are 

chained either in a zigzag sequence or in a ‘snake’ sequence. 
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Figure 6.9: The indexed image patches are linked 

linking method are similar to each other and they are 

in figure 6.10 and figure 6.11 respectively. As shown, in both methods, the 

sixteen patches are grouped into four square macro patches. The macro patches are 
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Figure 6.10: The indexed image p
to a sequence of observation in a zigzag sequence.  

Figure 6.11: The indexed image patches are linked 
to a sequence of observation in a ‘snake’ sequence.  
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Figure 6.10: The indexed image patches are linked 
to a sequence of observation in a zigzag sequence.  

 

Figure 6.11: The indexed image patches are linked 
to a sequence of observation in a ‘snake’ sequence.  
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atches are linked 
to a sequence of observation in a zigzag sequence.   

 

Figure 6.11: The indexed image patches are linked 
to a sequence of observation in a ‘snake’ sequence.   
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Comparing these latter two methods (zigzag and ‘snake’) with the vertical method 

already discussed, a notable difference is that through these two methods long 

observations can easily be generated. For example, figure 6.12 shows that two 

sequences of observations with sixteen in length are generated through the zigzag and 

‘snake’ methods. The advantages of having long observation sequences is that the 

imposed Markov assumptions are stronger than for short sequences because there are 

more observations to test whether the criteria is satisfied. Therefore, the test conditions 

on each single observation in the sequence can be relaxed to allow a wider tolerance to 

appearance variations caused by, for example, changing illumination. On the other hand, 

the disadvantage of long sequence is that it is more sensitive to the deformation of non-

rigid objects, such as a moving human body, than a short sequence. This is because 

given the same number of patches, a single observation event along a long sequence is 

generated from a much smaller area of the image compared with an observation event 

with short sequences. Therefore, the zigzag method and ‘snake’ method are more 

preferable in applications that match or compare rigid objects with large variation in 

lighting conditions. 
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Figure 6.12: Long observation sequences can be 
generated through zigz

 

6.3 Quantitative Comparison of the CSM and CHM

6.3.1 Test Data and Experimental Framework 
 

Figure 6.13 shows four examples of images used in this experiment. In this figure, the 

two images located in the left column 

The very light areas in the right
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Figure 6.12: Long observation sequences can be 
generated through zigzag or ‘snake’ methods. 

Quantitative Comparison of the CSM and CHM 

.1 Test Data and Experimental Framework  

Figure 6.13 shows four examples of images used in this experiment. In this figure, the 

two images located in the left column were captured in a sunny outdoor environment. 

The very light areas in the right-bottom corners of these two images 
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Figure 6.12: Long observation sequences can be 

Figure 6.13 shows four examples of images used in this experiment. In this figure, the 

n a sunny outdoor environment. 

bottom corners of these two images were sunlight 
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reflections. The two images on the right side of the figure 

indoor environment. These four images 

issue 509. The two images at the first row are page 27 of this book and the bottom two 

images are page 47 of this book. The whole book contains 84 pages and 80 pages 

were selected to be used in this rigid object matching experime

 

Figure 6.13: Examples of images used in this 
experiment. 
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reflections. The two images on the right side of the figure were captured in a darker 

indoor environment. These four images were captured from the <Canterbury Bluebook> 

issue 509. The two images at the first row are page 27 of this book and the bottom two 

images are page 47 of this book. The whole book contains 84 pages and 80 pages 

selected to be used in this rigid object matching experiment.  

Figure 6.13: Examples of images used in this 
experiment.  
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captured in a darker 

the <Canterbury Bluebook> 

issue 509. The two images at the first row are page 27 of this book and the bottom two 

images are page 47 of this book. The whole book contains 84 pages and 80 pages 

 
Figure 6.13: Examples of images used in this 
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The images of the pages from the book used in the experiments 

two video clips of the test application. Once the four corners of a page are known, a 

perspective transformation 

book page and the page is normalized to a 240 by 320

images captured from the same video clip 

file was generated to manage these image files. An example of such folder structure 

and the content of the control file are illustrated in figure 6.14. In t

matching experiment discussed in this section, a total of 160 images captured from two 

video clips were used. These images 

outdoor group and dark-indoor group. Each group 

 

Figure 6.14: Examples of the folder structure and 
xml control file of a collection with four images.
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The images of the pages from the book used in the experiments 

two video clips of the test application. Once the four corners of a page are known, a 

perspective transformation was performed to correct the perspective distortion of the 

book page and the page is normalized to a 240 by 320 pixel rectangul

images captured from the same video clip were stored in one folder and an xml control 

generated to manage these image files. An example of such folder structure 

and the content of the control file are illustrated in figure 6.14. In t

matching experiment discussed in this section, a total of 160 images captured from two 

used. These images were classified into the two categories, sunny

indoor group. Each group contained 80 images. 

Figure 6.14: Examples of the folder structure and 
xml control file of a collection with four images. 
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The images of the pages from the book used in the experiments were extracted from 

two video clips of the test application. Once the four corners of a page are known, a 

perspective distortion of the 

rectangular image. All 

stored in one folder and an xml control 

generated to manage these image files. An example of such folder structure 

and the content of the control file are illustrated in figure 6.14. In the rigid object 

matching experiment discussed in this section, a total of 160 images captured from two 

classified into the two categories, sunny-

80 images.  

 
Figure 6.14: Examples of the folder structure and 
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The experimental process was as follows: the test application parsed the xml control file 

in the folder (training set) and generated CSM and CHM for each image in that folder. 

Then, the test images in the comparing folder (test set) were loaded and matched with 

the trained models. The matching results were logged including both the accuracy test 

results and the performance test results.  

 

6.3.2 Analysis of the Accuracy and Performance of CSM 
 

The accuracy and performance of the proposed CSM was measured with the rigid 

object matching algorithm introduced in the previous section.  

 

The goal of this experiment was to determine the degree to which configurations of the 

CSM, such as the variances of observation functions and the size of image patches, 

influence accuracy and performance of CSM. As introduced previously, the resolution of 

a normalized image used in this experiment was 240 pixels in width and 320 pixels in 

height. The resolution of image patches was indicated by the number of image patches 

in both horizontal and vertical directions. For example, in figure 6.15, the item ‘04by08’ 

indicates that there were four horizontal image patches and eight vertical image patches 

that have been segmented, where, each image patch in this case is 60 pixels in width 

and 40 pixels in height. The ‘var’ values in the following figures in this section indicate 

the variance value of the observation functions. The accuracy in these experiments was 

measured by correct matching rate (CMR) value. This is the percentage of correctly 

matched pages among the total number of images used to train models. The 
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performance was measured by the average time (in milliseconds) taken to compare one 

image against one model. 

 

The following three figures (figure 6.15, figure 6.16 and figure 6.17) detail the accuracy 

results of the proposed CSM under different parameter configurations. The first figure 

(figure 6.15) shows accuracy with ten image models. In this test, ten images were 

captured in a dark indoor environment so that a set of ten CSMs could be trained. Then, 

another set of images of the same ten pages were captured under sunny outdoor 

lighting conditions. These brighter images were used for comparison with the darker 

CSMs. The results of this test are shown in a table and graph. As shown in the graph, 

the CSM achieved a 100% CMR when the variances of observation functions are larger 

than sixteen and the image patch size is smaller than 40 pixels by 27 pixels (06by12). In 

addition, it is clear in this graph that when the variances are small (for example 2), a 

larger patch size configuration (which means coarser resolution and shorter observation 

sequence) improves the matching rate of the matching process. This is because large 

patch size (coarser resolution) eliminates the effects of irregular local illumination 

changes, such as the high reflection areas shown in figure 6.13.  
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Figure 6.15: The accuracy of the CSM with ten 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observation functions.
 

 
 
Figure 6.16 and figure 6.17 illustrate the test results of the same experiments as 

discussed above. However, these two tests 

images and 80 images respectively. As shown, compared with the test results shown in 

figure 6.15, the correct matching rates in both experiments decreased slightly when the 

number of models is increased. In the test with 40 ima

to 90% from 100% in the previous test and it 

samples were doubled (80 images). As we will see later in the next section, this CMR 

accuracy was much higher than the widely used CHM under the sam
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6.15: The accuracy of the CSM with ten 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observation functions. 

Figure 6.16 and figure 6.17 illustrate the test results of the same experiments as 

discussed above. However, these two tests were carried out with image samples of 40 

images and 80 images respectively. As shown, compared with the test results shown in 

figure 6.15, the correct matching rates in both experiments decreased slightly when the 

number of models is increased. In the test with 40 images, the maximum CMR 

to 90% from 100% in the previous test and it dropped another 4% when the image 

doubled (80 images). As we will see later in the next section, this CMR 

much higher than the widely used CHM under the sam
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6.15: The accuracy of the CSM with ten 

images under different patch scales and variances 

Figure 6.16 and figure 6.17 illustrate the test results of the same experiments as 

out with image samples of 40 

images and 80 images respectively. As shown, compared with the test results shown in 

figure 6.15, the correct matching rates in both experiments decreased slightly when the 

ges, the maximum CMR dropped 

another 4% when the image 

doubled (80 images). As we will see later in the next section, this CMR 

much higher than the widely used CHM under the same test conditions.  
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Figure 6.16: The accuracy of the CSM with 40 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observation functions.

 
 

Figure 6.17: The accuracy of the CSM with 80 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observat

 
 
 
The experimental results of all tests are illustrated in figure 6.18 and figure 6.19 with a 

selected image patch size (10by20, that is, 24 pixels by 18 pixels in each patch) and a 

selected Gaussian variance (sixteen). The highest resoluti
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Figure 6.16: The accuracy of the CSM with 40 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observation functions. 

Figure 6.17: The accuracy of the CSM with 80 
images under different patch scales and variances 
of observation functions. 

The experimental results of all tests are illustrated in figure 6.18 and figure 6.19 with a 

selected image patch size (10by20, that is, 24 pixels by 18 pixels in each patch) and a 

selected Gaussian variance (sixteen). The highest resolution used in these tests 
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Figure 6.16: The accuracy of the CSM with 40 
images under different patch scales and variances 

 
Figure 6.17: The accuracy of the CSM with 80 
images under different patch scales and variances 

The experimental results of all tests are illustrated in figure 6.18 and figure 6.19 with a 

selected image patch size (10by20, that is, 24 pixels by 18 pixels in each patch) and a 

on used in these tests 
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(10by20) output the best overall accuracy rates and the variance value sixteen 

generated the best CMR for any given resolution. 

 

Figure 6.18 shows the test results of all eight experiments (with 10 images, 20 images, 

30 images, 40 images, 50 images, 60 images, 70 images and 80 images) under nine 

different variances of observation functions.  As shown, although the correct matching 

rates decrease slightly while the total number of models (image) to match is increased, 

the degree to which the matching speed falls is minimal with the values remaining at 

comparatively steady levels. For example, when the sample size was increased by eight 

times from 10 images to 80 images, the CMR only dropped 11.25% for a variance of 

sixteen.  

 

Another interesting finding is illustrated in Figure 6.18 in the red rectangle: When the 

number of samples was increased from 10 images to 40 images, the recognition 

accuracy was increased (rather than decreased). Also shown was that the three curves 

go against the trend in this area representing middle range variances, i.e. 4, 6, and 8. 

By analyzing the image samples from both videos, the reason for this unexpected 

increasing CMR is found to be caused by a high level of local reflections in several 

images between sample one and sample 30. Given the fine resolution of observation 

sequences generated (small patch size), the variances values used here (4, 6 and 8) 

were too small to deal with such irregular local illumination conditions. As shown, such 

an effect does not appear in the curves representing larger variance values (such as 
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sixteen or above), because a CSM with larger observation variance values is less 

sensitive to such irregular local illumination changes. Also shown is that this effect does 

not appear in the graphed results with very small variance parameters such as a 

variance value of 2, because in this case, the CMR is too low (about 50% to 43%) to 

demonstrate negative consequences of irregular high illumination patches. 

 

Figure 6.18: The acc
scale at 10by20 (24 pixels by 18 pixels) and 
different variances of observation functions. 
 

 

Figure 6.19 also shows the test results for all eight experiments under four different 

sizes of image patches (the minimum unit of con

The variance of the Gaussian observation functions specified in this figure is sixteen. As 

shown, the observation sequences with higher resolutions perform

CMR than the observation sequences with 
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sixteen or above), because a CSM with larger observation variance values is less 

sensitive to such irregular local illumination changes. Also shown is that this effect does 

pear in the graphed results with very small variance parameters such as a 

variance value of 2, because in this case, the CMR is too low (about 50% to 43%) to 

demonstrate negative consequences of irregular high illumination patches. 

Figure 6.18: The accuracy of the CSM with patch 
scale at 10by20 (24 pixels by 18 pixels) and 
different variances of observation functions.  

Figure 6.19 also shows the test results for all eight experiments under four different 

sizes of image patches (the minimum unit of constructing a sequence of observations). 

The variance of the Gaussian observation functions specified in this figure is sixteen. As 

shown, the observation sequences with higher resolutions performed

CMR than the observation sequences with lower resolutions.  
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sixteen or above), because a CSM with larger observation variance values is less 

sensitive to such irregular local illumination changes. Also shown is that this effect does 

pear in the graphed results with very small variance parameters such as a 

variance value of 2, because in this case, the CMR is too low (about 50% to 43%) to 

demonstrate negative consequences of irregular high illumination patches.  

 
uracy of the CSM with patch 

scale at 10by20 (24 pixels by 18 pixels) and 

Figure 6.19 also shows the test results for all eight experiments under four different 

structing a sequence of observations). 

The variance of the Gaussian observation functions specified in this figure is sixteen. As 

ed better in terms of 
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Figure 6.19: The accuracy of the CSM for a variance 
of observation functions of sixteen and for different 
patch scales.

 
 
 
Finally, figure 6.19 illustrates the performance test results as the time used 

(milliseconds) for comparing an

measure is of the time taken to convert an image to a sequence of observation events 

and does not include the initial time taken to generate the CSMs. As expected, the time 

consumed by matching images agains

resolution CSM because of more calculations needed for evaluating the likelihood of 

generating a sequence from a longer HMM than a shorter one. An interesting finding 

illustrated in this figure is that the vari

significantly affects the computational efficiency as a consequence of the “cut

threshold” used in the forward algorithm. Once the likelihood of an observation, as 

generated by a hidden state, 

By this approach, images that 

quickly without processing the whole sequence of observations. However, a large 
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Figure 6.19: The accuracy of the CSM for a variance 
of observation functions of sixteen and for different 
patch scales. 

Finally, figure 6.19 illustrates the performance test results as the time used 

(milliseconds) for comparing an image against a generated CSM. This performance 

measure is of the time taken to convert an image to a sequence of observation events 

and does not include the initial time taken to generate the CSMs. As expected, the time 

consumed by matching images against a high resolution CSM was

resolution CSM because of more calculations needed for evaluating the likelihood of 

generating a sequence from a longer HMM than a shorter one. An interesting finding 

illustrated in this figure is that the variances of Gaussian observation functions also 

significantly affects the computational efficiency as a consequence of the “cut

threshold” used in the forward algorithm. Once the likelihood of an observation, as 

generated by a hidden state, was less than this threshold, the calculation 

By this approach, images that were not generated from a given CSM 

quickly without processing the whole sequence of observations. However, a large 
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Figure 6.19: The accuracy of the CSM for a variance 
of observation functions of sixteen and for different 

Finally, figure 6.19 illustrates the performance test results as the time used 

image against a generated CSM. This performance 

measure is of the time taken to convert an image to a sequence of observation events 

and does not include the initial time taken to generate the CSMs. As expected, the time 

was longer than a low 

resolution CSM because of more calculations needed for evaluating the likelihood of 

generating a sequence from a longer HMM than a shorter one. An interesting finding 

ances of Gaussian observation functions also 

significantly affects the computational efficiency as a consequence of the “cut-off 

threshold” used in the forward algorithm. Once the likelihood of an observation, as 

this threshold, the calculation was stopped. 

not generated from a given CSM could be identified 

quickly without processing the whole sequence of observations. However, a large 
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variance in the observation function decrease

sequence was rejected at early stage and so more calculations 

made to perform the comparison. 

 
 

Figure 6.19: The performance test results of rigid 
object matching experiments. 

 

 

6.3.3 Comparing the Accuracy of CSM and CHM
 

As discussed earlier, the CHM is a sophisticated coloured object matching algorithm 

widely used in computer vision based tracking applications, especially human tracking 

systems. In this section, the proposed CSM is compared w

matching rigid objects based on colour. 
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variance in the observation function decreases the probability that an impossible 

rejected at early stage and so more calculations 

made to perform the comparison.  

Figure 6.19: The performance test results of rigid 
object matching experiments.  

the Accuracy of CSM and CHM 

As discussed earlier, the CHM is a sophisticated coloured object matching algorithm 

widely used in computer vision based tracking applications, especially human tracking 

systems. In this section, the proposed CSM is compared with the CHM for accuracy of 

matching rigid objects based on colour.  
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rejected at early stage and so more calculations were unnecessarily 

 
Figure 6.19: The performance test results of rigid 

As discussed earlier, the CHM is a sophisticated coloured object matching algorithm 

widely used in computer vision based tracking applications, especially human tracking 

ith the CHM for accuracy of 
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Figure 6.20 illustrates the CMR values of a standard CHM tested in this research. As 

shown, although CMR values reached as high as 70% when the size of image database 

(the number of colour histograms being trained) 

CMR values dropped dramatically when the number of images 

example, the best average CMR values 

histogram resolution of the six, 

images to 14.75% when the number of images 

used in the context of CHM means the number of bins used to model the colour values 

of each channel in the RGB colour space.

 

Figure 6.20: Accuracy test results of the standard 
CHM at different resolutions.
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Figure 6.20 illustrates the CMR values of a standard CHM tested in this research. As 

shown, although CMR values reached as high as 70% when the size of image database 

ur histograms being trained) was limited to less than 20 images, the 

dramatically when the number of images 

example, the best average CMR values were found in figure 6.16 with a colour 

histogram resolution of the six, where CMR values dropped from 70% for only ten 

images to 14.75% when the number of images increased to 80. The term resolution 

used in the context of CHM means the number of bins used to model the colour values 

of each channel in the RGB colour space. 

igure 6.20: Accuracy test results of the standard 
CHM at different resolutions. 
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Figure 6.20 illustrates the CMR values of a standard CHM tested in this research. As 

shown, although CMR values reached as high as 70% when the size of image database 

limited to less than 20 images, the 

dramatically when the number of images was increased. For 

found in figure 6.16 with a colour 

from 70% for only ten 

to 80. The term resolution 

used in the context of CHM means the number of bins used to model the colour values 

 
igure 6.20: Accuracy test results of the standard 
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Figure 6.21 illustrates the differences of the CMR values between CSM and CHM over 

eight experiments. The accuracy test results generated by the CHM with a resolution of 

six (six bins are used to model colour values on each channel) was chosen to be used 

in this comparison because according to figure 6.16, the colour histogram at this 

resolution level outputs the best average accuracy in the experiments. As shown in the 

figure, two CMR results were selected from CSM accuracy results. The ‘CSM-best’ 

result (plotted in the graph with a red curve) was the CSM with a 10by20 resolution and 

a variance equal to sixteen. According to the experiments discussed in the previous 

section, these configurations output the best CMR value among all CSMs. However, the 

processing time of this configuration was 7.50ms per image, which is much higher than 

the CHM at 1.99ms per image. Therefore, another CSM configuration was also chosen 

in this comparison graph. The green curve in the figure plots the accuracy result of a 

CSM with a 6by12 resolution and a variance of sixteen.  The processing speed of this 

CSM is 1.49ms per image, which is about three quarters the processing time of the 

colour histogram and the accuracy rate was double (2.09 times) that of the CHM. 
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Figure 6.21: Compare of the accuracy test results 
between CSM and CHM.

 

 

6.4 Summary 
 

In this chapter, a novel algorithm in object tracking domain, namely the CSM, is 

described. The motivation of this research 

able to match a colour object under changing illumination conditions in RGB colour 

space so that some shortcomings of using HSV colour space 

 

The proposed CSM achieves this research motivation by introducing a new dimension 

in colour object comparison, being the imposed 

HMM was chosen as the fundamental mathematic basis of the proposed CSM to 

quantify the similarities of mul
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Figure 6.21: Compare of the accuracy test results 
between CSM and CHM. 

In this chapter, a novel algorithm in object tracking domain, namely the CSM, is 

. The motivation of this research was to find an efficient algorithm that 

colour object under changing illumination conditions in RGB colour 

space so that some shortcomings of using HSV colour space could 

SM achieves this research motivation by introducing a new dimension 

in colour object comparison, being the imposed first order Markov assumption. The 

chosen as the fundamental mathematic basis of the proposed CSM to 

quantify the similarities of multiple CSMs. 
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Figure 6.21: Compare of the accuracy test results 

In this chapter, a novel algorithm in object tracking domain, namely the CSM, is 

to find an efficient algorithm that was 

colour object under changing illumination conditions in RGB colour 

 be eliminated.  

SM achieves this research motivation by introducing a new dimension 

first order Markov assumption. The 

chosen as the fundamental mathematic basis of the proposed CSM to 
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The proposed CSM has been quantitatively evaluated with a rigid object matching 

experiment. The experimental results showed that the CSM is a significantly 

improvement over the colour histogram in both matching accuracy and speed. 
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Chapter 7 

Results 

 

 

In this chapter, the proposed tabu search particle filter is evaluated quantitatively 

in a real-time human tracking system with video footage taken from 

unconstrained outdoor environments.  

 

In order to evaluate and compare the new tabu search particle filter to existing 

algorithms, the metaheuristic particle filters introduced in chapter 4 have been 

implemented and integrated into a human tracking system framework. The same 

human tracking system framework is also used for the tabu search particle filter. 

Therefore, all algorithms share the same program framework and particle filtering 

process (including prediction, observation and resampling).  

 

This chapter is organized as follows: The experiment environment (apparatus) 

will be introduced in section 7.1. This is followed by a discussion of the video 

footage used in the experiments in section 7.2. The experiment methods are 

discussed in detail in section 7.3. In sections 7.4 the methods commonly used to 

retrieve the ground truth for computer vision based tracking systems are 

introduced. In section 7.5 the performance matrix of the new tabu search particle 
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filter will be illustrated quantitatively and compared with other existing 

metaheuristic particle filters.  

7.1 The Experiment Environment 
 

All experiments discussed in this chapter were performed using computers with 

the hardware and software profiles summarized in the following table. 

 

 
Table 7.1: A list of hardware and software profiles of the 
computers used in the experiments. 
 

7.2 Video Footage 
 

In this research, all experiments are performed using pre-recorded video footage 

to ensure that the test conditions remained the same for all algorithms being 

compared. The video footage being used was taken by a SONY N50 digital video 

camera. The original resolution of the video was 720 pixels by 576 pixels 

(interlaced).  

Hardware Profile

CPU Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600  @ 2.40GHz

RAM 4.0GB Dual-Channel DDR2 @ 399MHz

Motherboard Intel Corporation DQ35JO

Graphics Philips 190S @ 1280x1024 512MB GeForce 9500 GT

Hard Drives 244GB Western Digital WDC WD2500AAKS-00B3A0

Software Profile

Operating System MS Windows XP Professional 32-bit SP3

OpenCV Version 2.10

C++ Compiler Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Academic Edition
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The video footage was deinterlaced and converted to a lower resolution of 352 

by 288 pixels using “SUPER software” (Simplified Universal Player Encoder & 

Renderer) [91]. The converted video footage was compressed with a MPEG-2 

algorithm with a bit rate of 8672 bps.  

 

The total length of all sixteen videos was 35981 frames, which was 

approximately twenty four minutes of recording time at the frame rate of twenty 

five frames per second. A total number of 130 targets were manually identified in 

all sixteen videos.  

 

A summary of the video footage used in this research is illustrated in table 7.2. In 

this table, the “Background” column identifies the complexity of the video footage, 

which was divided into three levels: simple, medium and complex, based on 

relative degree of background clutter, target size and appearance, camera 

stability, weather conditions and so on. The stabilities of the digital video camera 

during recording are listed in the “Stability” column. In this column, the word 

“Tripod” means that a tripod was used during video recording (stable) and the 

word “Handheld” means that the digital camera was held by hand (unstable) 

during video recording. The videos were taken at five different locations in 

Christchurch, New Zealand. They were: the University of Canterbury in Ilam, 
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Cathedral Square, Hareford Street, High Street and Cashel Street in the city 

centre. The location of every video is listed in the last column of table 7.2. 
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Table 7.2: A summary of the video footage used in this research. 

Video Name Image Sample Total Frames Target Numbers Background Stability Location

Cashel

536.MPG 3629 11 Complex Handheld High

535.MPG 1094 3 Medium Handheld

Cashel

534.MPG 1181 3 Medium Handheld Cashel

533.MPG 2808 7 Medium Handheld

Cashel

532.MPG 532 3 Medium Handheld Cashel

531.MPG 317 1 Medium Handheld

Cashel

530.MPG 792 3 Medium Handheld Cashel

529.MPG 3628 11 Medium Handheld

Hareford

526.MPG 460 1 Medium Handheld Cashel

491.MPG 2203 7 Complex Handheld

2774 13 Simple Tripod

Cathdral

490.MPG 1857 8 Complex Handheld Cathdral

489.MPG 9028 40 Complex Handheld

289.MPG 2717 7 UOC

UOC

UOC

488.MPG 259 3 Complex Handheld Cathdral

291.MPG 2702 9 Simple Tripod

Simple Tripod

290.MPG
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7.3 The Experimental Method 

 

The following steps were taken to pre-process the recorded video footage in 

section 7.2: Firstly, the original video footage was deinterlaced and converted to 

a lower 352 by 288 pixel resolution, which has been commonly used in prior 

computer vision based tracking research, such as [12]. Then all feasible targets 

were manually identified; their initial frame numbers, positions and sizes were 

recorded for tracker initialisation during experiments.  

 

Next, these videos and target script files were fed into the human tracking system 

where the proposed tabu search particle filter and other metaheuristic particle 

filters were implemented. The position of the target in each frame and processing 

speed was recorded during experiments. Videos of the tracking process (the 

result video), which showed a tracker represented by a highlighted rectangular 

attached to a human target, were also generated during the experiment. 

 

Finally, the experimental results were analyzed using three methods: 1) the 

recorded output videos were reviewed to count the number of targets that were 

incorrectly tracked. The number of incorrectly tracked targets shows the 

robustness of the tracking algorithm. The most robust tracking algorithm has the 

lowest incorrect tracking count. 2) The Euclidian distance between the ground 

truth and the tracking results were calculated. This distance represents the 

accuracy of a tracking algorithm. The most accurate tracking algorithm has the 
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smallest average distance between the ground truth and the tracking result. 3) 

The processing speeds of different metaheuristic particle filters were compared. 

The unit of process speed measurement used in this research is in seconds per 

frame. 

7.4 The ‘Ground Truth’ 
 

The ‘ground truth’ often refers to information that is collected "on location" in the 

area of remote image sensing technologies, such as aerial photographs or 

satellite imagery [92]. The concept of ground truth has been introduced into 

quantitative experimental problems and redefined as the ‘accurate’ or ‘true’ 

results of some measurements. In computer vision, manual selection, fiducial 

marker and synthesized footage are the three main methods to gather or 

generate ground truth for quantitative experiments. The shortcomings of these 

methods are reviewed in this section followed by an introduction of a unique 

method of calculating ground truth used in this research.  

 

The first common method of specifying the ground truth of an object’s position in 

a video footage is to manually specify the region of interest in each frame of the 

video. The shortcomings of this approach are: 1) the manual selection process is 

a very time consuming operation. The accuracy of the ground truth often 

decreases with time due to fatigue. That is, the manually specified ground truth is 

not consistent within a (long) video. 2) This method involves manual selection, 
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which is a very subjective process. Different people may have different opinions 

on the ground truth. For example, in the Berkeley segmentation dataset [93] for 

edge detection, humans disagreed with each other on the manually segmented 

ground truth images. Therefore, the F-score of the human segmentation is 

merely 0.79 [93]. 3) In the context of human tracking system, the target (a 

moving person) may change their body shape arbitrarily, making it difficult to 

consistently specify the locations of a human target. 

 

The fiducial marker method is also often used for ground truth in vision based 

object tracking literature. In this approach, the ground truth of a system is given 

by tracking some reliable features, such as an ARToolKit marker [94, 95] or an 

infrared reflective ball [96]. Although the ground truth values specified through 

this method usually have a high standard of accuracy, it also has some 

shortcomings: 1) this method is intrusive. The target of a tracking system has to 

be modified so that the dedicated tracker can be installed. For example, a human 

target has to wear special clothes so that it can be tracked by an infrared tracking 

system. 2) The dedicated tracking systems are usually designed for very 

controlled environments. For example, infrared based tracking systems usually 

require that the intensity of ambient infrared radiation is minimized, and so this 

ground-truth acquisition technique cannot be used in bright sunlight which has a 

spectrum extending into the infrared region.   
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In contrast to the two methods introduced above, simulation based methods 

generate test video footage based on a known ground truth. One approach in 

producing simulated footage is to overlap a small image patch, for example the 

silhouette of a human body, onto a background video along some predefined 

trajectories (the known ground truth). Advanced techniques in earlier research 

include using a series of image patches iteratively to mimic the ego-motion of a 

human during walking or running, or alpha-blending the overlapped image patch 

with the background video so that the augmented image fits better into the video 

background. However, the most significant problem of such simulation based 

methods is that regardless of how many techniques are used to make the 

generated video footage look realistic, the mock-up footage is by no means 

comparable to a real one. Therefore, the test results based on simulated test 

footage is less reliable than those calculated from real footage.  

 

In this research, a unique method of establishing ground truth information from 

arbitrary experiment video footage is developed based on the definition of 

Bayesian filters. The particle filter algorithm takes advantage of the Monte Carlo 

method to replace the intractable integration component in the theoretical Bayes 

filter by summing over discrete sets of Monte Carlo samples. As the number of 

Monte Carlo samples used in a particle filter increases towards infinity, the 

posterior belief distribution approximated by the particle filter approaches the 

posterior belief distribution calculated by the theoretical Bayes filter. Therefore, it 
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is possible to approach ground truth by allowing an extremely large number of 

particles to be used in the tracking system without any concern for computation 

resources and performance.  

 

Under this definition, the aim of designing a ‘good’ tracking algorithm is redefined 

to approach the tracking results of the ground truth (calculated without any 

concern for computation resources and performance) within a reasonable 

timeframe using limited computation resources.   

 

The actual process of approaching the ground truth with a very large number of 

particles was manually observed so that the tracker was always ‘locked’ onto the 

target. Figure 7.1 illustrates an intermediate stage of approaching the ground 

truth in a sample video. There were 100,000 particles used in this process and 

on average it took about 12.02 seconds to process one frame.  

 

As shown in figure 7.1, the particles are colour coded based on their weights. 

Particles with cold colours, such as blue, are the ones with low weights; particles 

with warm colours, such as red, are the ones with high weights. White coloured 

particles shown in the middle of red mark the most important particles and so are 

the ‘best’ particle found in the current iteration (the maximum a posterior 

approach).  

 



 
 

Figure 7.1: An image shows that the ‘ground truth’ is 
calculating in process with 100,000 particles.

 

7.5 Experiment Result and Analysis
 

In this section, the experimental data gathered from the human tracking system 

is illustrated and analysed. 

 

Three aspects for the proposed algorithms 

of the algorithm was indicated by the number of missed targets. A smaller 

number of missed targets indicate that the corresponding tracking algorithm 

more robust. The missed targets 

videos of the tracking process. For a given 

interest was completely detached from the subject at any given time (regardless 
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Figure 7.1: An image shows that the ‘ground truth’ is 
calculating in process with 100,000 particles. 

7.5 Experiment Result and Analysis 

In this section, the experimental data gathered from the human tracking system 

illustrated and analysed.  

Three aspects for the proposed algorithms were evaluated. Firstly the robustness 

indicated by the number of missed targets. A smaller 

number of missed targets indicate that the corresponding tracking algorithm 

more robust. The missed targets were manually counted by reviewing the output 

videos of the tracking process. For a given target, if the tracker’s region of 

completely detached from the subject at any given time (regardless 
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Figure 7.1: An image shows that the ‘ground truth’ is 

In this section, the experimental data gathered from the human tracking system 

evaluated. Firstly the robustness 

indicated by the number of missed targets. A smaller 

number of missed targets indicate that the corresponding tracking algorithm was 

manually counted by reviewing the output 

target, if the tracker’s region of 

completely detached from the subject at any given time (regardless 



 
 

the number of frames missing), this target 

examples of missed targets are illustrated in figure 7.2.

 

Figure 7.2: Two examples of the missing targets during tracking process. As 
shown in both images, the blue coloured arrows point to the correct position of 
the target whereas the red coloured arrows point
indicated by the tracker (
 

The second aspect is the accuracy of the algorithm. The accuracy is indicated by 
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7.5.1 The Robustness of the Tabu Search Filter and Other Metaheuristic 

particle filters 
 

The first experiment conducted in this research was to evaluate the robustness of 

the proposed tabu search particle filter and compare it to other existing 

metaheuristic particle filters, including the evolutionary filter (EV) [55], the 

simulated annealing (SA) filter [49], the particle swarm (PS) filter [57], and the 

scatter search (SS) and path relink (PR) filters [54].  

 

As discussed earlier, the robustness of a tracking algorithm is inversely 

proportional to the number of targets that are incorrectly tracked (missing) in the 

experiment. The missing targets for each algorithm evaluated in this research are 

listed in table 7.3. These numbers were collected by manually reviewing the 960 

video clips (six algorithms by sixteen video footage by ten test conditions) that 

record the tracking results.  

 

 

Table 7.3: The number of missing targets of the six metaheuristic 
particle filters evaluated in the research.  

PNUM TS EV SA PS SS PR

10 8 75 36 107 55 41

20 6 64 37 107 44 32

30 6 67 31 119 45 34

40 8 64 28 103 51 34

50 8 52 26 104 49 36

60 7 49 25 97 49 37

70 8 45 23 94 50 39

80 9 46 22 93 46 31

90 9 45 27 92 46 40

100 8 40 21 89 41 36



 
 

Figure 7.4: The robustness results of the six tracking algorithms, as 
evaluated with ten different particle numbers.
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93.85% of the correct tracking rate with merely 10 particles whereas under the 

same condition, the second best algorithm, the simulated annealing filter, has a 

success rate of only 72.31%.  

 

7.5.2 The Accuracy of the Tabu Search Filter and Other Metaheuristic 

particle filters 
 

The accuracy of the tracking algorithms are evaluated and compared in this 

section. As mentioned previously, the accuracy of an algorithm is measured by 

the average Euclidian distances between the ground truth and the actual tracking 

results over all targets. Table 7.4 lists the average tracking errors of all 

implemented algorithms. As shown, ten configurations were used during this test 

and the particle numbers are increased from ten to one hundred with a step size 

of ten particles. The accuracy results listed in the table 7.4 are shown graphed in 

figure 7.5.    

 
Table 7.4: The average Euclidian distances between the ground truth 
positions and the positions calculated during experiment. 

PNUM TS EV SA PS SS PR

10 2.69 70.21 10.34 110.84 36.83 15.52

20 1.89 27.80 2.88 105.94 16.61 11.20

30 1.50 23.76 1.76 90.28 15.38 10.65

40 1.37 15.92 1.51 88.95 14.37 10.05

50 1.69 8.83 1.48 79.57 18.26 9.98

60 1.24 11.22 1.53 91.68 13.46 10.71

70 1.18 9.27 1.27 71.05 13.79 10.20

80 1.10 8.14 1.19 60.12 12.69 8.45

90 1.49 7.85 1.19 74.52 12.47 8.31

100 1.06 11.66 1.23 69.40 12.10 8.24



 
 

Figure 7.5: The accuracy results of the six tracking algorithms, as evaluated 
with ten different particle numbers.
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with ten different particle numbers. 

As shown in figure 7.5, the tracking accuracy results of all algorithms evaluated 

in this research demonstrate a trend that the tracking error decreases

population of particles is increased. The tabu search filter also follows this trend 

an average tracking error of 2.69 pixels when only ten particles 

average tracking accuracy dropped to less than half, with a value 

of only 1.06 pixels when the particles were increased to a hundred. 

Figure 7.5 shows that the simulated annealing algorithm approaches the tracking 

accuracy of the tabu search particle filter only when a large number of particles 

are used. But when only ten particles were used, the tabu search 
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was 3.84 times more accurate than the second best algorithm, being the 

simulated annealing filter. 

 

Figure 7.6 takes a closer look at the accuracy results of the tabu search filter and 

the simulated annealing filter. As shown, although both algorithms had similar 

tracking accuracy, when there were more than 30 particles used in the 

experiment, the tabu search filter clearly achieves much better accuracy than the 

simulated annealing algorithm when the particle numbers are small. Furthermore, 

it is clear from figure 7.5 that the accuracy of the tabu search particle filter was 

also significantly improved when the particle numbers were increased. By using 

100 particles, the new tabu search particle filter was about 2.54 times more 

accurate than using 10 particles.   

 



 
 

Figure 7.6: A clearer comparison of 
search and simulated annealing filters, as evaluated with ten different 
particle numbers. 
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frame in a given footage. 

 

The average speed for all six algorithms 

figure 7.7. As shown, the proposed algorithm is faster than all other algorithms 
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Figure 7.6: A clearer comparison of the accuracy results of only the tabu 
search and simulated annealing filters, as evaluated with ten different 

7.5.3 The Speed of the Tabu Search Filter and Other Metaheuristic 

he speed of the tabu search particle filter is evaluated and 

metaheuristic particle filters. The speed of a tracking 

algorithm is measured from the average number of seconds used to process a 

frame in a given footage.  

The average speed for all six algorithms is listed in table 7.5 and graphed in 

figure 7.7. As shown, the proposed algorithm is faster than all other algorithms 
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evaluated in this research at all times. For example, when only ten particles were 

used, the tabu search particle filter was approximately six times faster than the 

simulated annealing algorithm. When a hundred particles were used, the speed 

difference between these two algorithms was increased from approximately 6 

times to approximately 7.6 times. Furthermore, as illustrated in table 7.5, the 

proposed algorithm was 60 times faster than the slowest algorithm evaluated in 

the experiment when only 10 particles are used. 

 

 

Table 7.5: The average processing speed calculated during 
experiment. 

 

PNUM TS EV SA PS SS PR

10 0.02 0.03 0.12 0.13 1.20 0.42

20 0.04 0.06 0.25 0.19 1.32 0.60

30 0.06 0.09 0.37 0.26 1.73 0.79

40 0.07 0.12 0.49 0.32 2.00 1.06

50 0.09 0.16 0.63 0.41 2.46 1.31

60 0.11 0.18 0.75 0.45 2.66 1.50

70 0.12 0.20 0.85 0.54 3.16 1.75

80 0.13 0.23 0.97 0.61 3.47 1.90

90 0.15 0.25 1.08 0.60 3.58 2.22

100 0.16 0.28 1.22 0.68 3.94 2.48



 
 

Figure 7.7: The speed results of the six tracking
ten different particle numbers.

 

7.6 Summary  
 

In this chapter, the proposed tabu search particle filter 

quantitatively in unconstrained

results show that the tabu searc

metaheuristic particle filters

and speed.  
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Figure 7.7: The speed results of the six tracking algorithms evaluated with 
ten different particle numbers. 

In this chapter, the proposed tabu search particle filter 

unconstrained human tracking environments. The experiment

results show that the tabu search particle filter outperforms all other 

metaheuristic particle filters in all three aspects, namely robustness, accuracy 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

 

The motivation for this research was to achieve real time tracking in unconstrained 

environments. The experimental results demonstrate that the new tabu search particle 

filter outperforms other metaheuristic particle filters (including evolution particle filter, 

particle swarm filter, annealing particle filter, path relink filter and scatter search filter). 

The proposed algorithm, based on an integration of the genetic particle filter and 

modified tabu search metaheuristic, outperformed these other metaheuristic particle 

filters in all aspects of robustness, accuracy and speed.  

 

Even with only ten particles in the system, the proposed tabu search particle filter 

achieved 93.85% successful tracking whereas the success rate of other metaheuristic 

particle filters ranged from 68.46% to 17.69% under the same tracking condition. The 

accuracy of the new algorithm (using only ten particles) averaged 2.69 pixels, which 

was 3.85 times better than the second best metaheuristic particle filter and 18.13 times 

better than the average accuracy of all other filters. The proposed algorithm was also 

the fastest among all metaheuristic particle filters that have been tested. It achieves 

approximately 50 frames per second, which is 1.5 times faster than the second fastest 

algorithm (the evolution particle filter) and nineteen times faster than the average speed 

of all other metaheuristic particle filters. 
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In addition, a colour sequence model was developed in this research based on a 

degenerated form of the hidden Markov model. The motivation of developing this unique 

model is to have an illumination invariant observation model. Quantitative evaluation 

based on rigid object matching experiments illustrate that the successful matching rate 

of the colour sequence model is 5.73 times better than the widely used colour histogram. 

In terms of speed, the new algorithm achieves 2.09 times better successful matching 

rate in about three quarters of the processing time consumed by the colour histogram 

model. 

 

The quantitative experiments demonstrated that high quality tracking results could be 

achieved using the new tabu search particle filter, even when the number of particles 

used in the system was very small. This can be a great advantage when the proposed 

algorithm is tracking huge numbers of targets or on the platforms with limited resources, 

such as microcontrollers. Research towards building a robust and accurate real time 

tracking system on embedded platforms such as cell phones will be conducted in the 

future based on the theory proposed in this thesis. 

 

Furthermore, in the new colour sequence model, the transition probability between 

adjacent hidden states is degenerated to binary values. That is, the transition probability 

between two states can only be either one, which indicates a certain transition, or zero, 

which indicates an invalid transition. In this case, one colour sequence model can be 
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used to represent only one coloured object. However, by using a more sophisticated 

hidden Markov model structure and continuous transition probabilities among hidden 

states, the proposed colour sequence model can be extended to represent multiple 

coloured objects in one model. Future research can be conducted in this direction as 

well to extend the capability of the proposed colour sequence model. 
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